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HOPKINSVILLE, ( HRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1897.
A TERRIBLE TRAGEDY,
Mac Taliferro Slays Wiliam
Day.
JEALOUSY THE CAUSE
Prominent Southern Kentucky Person lie
vo'ved In An Aeful Alair.
Hopkinsville was shocked from cen-
ter to circumference to day when intel-
ligence of the Guthrie sensation was re-
ceived. All the persons involved in the
fearful tragedy are well-known here.
Will Day was a constant visitor to the
city and at one time a figure of some
prominence in Southern Kentucky so-
ciety. His slayer has a host of friends,
and Mrs. Taliaferro, who was formerly
Otey O'Brien, attended college
here. She was a beautiful and attrac-
tive girl and a general favorite. She is
a daughter of Mr. McDonald O'Brien,
of Allensville, Superintendent of Todd
County Schools. She is the mother of
six children.
A Guthrie dispatch to the Courier-
Journal gives the following details:
'.Mac Taliaferro, a prominent fanner
three miles from this
killed W. D. Day, a
diately after tho CbiXeChting 'eau. Jo/ad:kali
up to an officer, and requested that he
be sent to Elkton, which is the county
.at.
"W. O. Day was a brother of C. M.
Day, of this place, and was one of the
most popular young men of the county,
while Taliaferro is equally as popular."
e
Sure Cure For Fits.
New remedy by a practicing physi-
cian positively cures Fits, Epilepsy, etc.
Treatise and sample bottle free. Dr.
H. Herr, 331 East Slid St.. New York.
residing about
place, shot stud
young society man, at his room on Ew-
ing street this afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Taliaferro came in town teis afternoon
and, after standing around the streets a
short time, went up to Day's room,
which is over the dry goods house of T.
P. Norris & Brother. Day was out in
town at the time, but in a few minutes
went to his room. Shortly titer he
wended the steps, a pistol shot was
heard, immediately after which Day
ran down the steps and into a near-by
drug store, Taliaferro following him
with an open knife. Day ran through
the store, behind the counter and back
out of the same door by which he had
entered, and again started up the steps
leading to his room, but was caught at
the bottom of the steps by Taliaferro,
who stabbed him in the peck.
"By this time a crowd had gathered,
and two friends earned the almost life-
less form of Day into Fimms & Ham-
ill's drug store, where he died in a few
minutes.
••It is supposed that the weapon used
by Taliaferro while in Day's room was
a Derringer, as he fired but one shot,
and it a as this which ceased Day's
death
RABIES ARE NOT NOW FEARED.
Dr. Hay: • 1, of Howell, Consults Phy•i-
clans About Hi. Son.
Dr. W. A. Haynes. of Howell i Ky.,
brought his 5-year-old son, Philip, to
this city to day for a coneultutioe a ith
local phy, teems. The little fellotv was
bitten by a mad cat day before jirster-
terday, says the Clarksville Chrenicle.
Dr. Haynes has the cat confined ind is
eonvineed that the animal is eufl'ering
with rabies,liut does not now fess. seri-
ous results from the bite received by his
boy on the calf et his right leg. IWheu
the child was bitten Dr. Haynes lucked
the wountl made by the teeth IMO im-
mediately applied the cauterizatioh.
The cat \will be kept in confinemert
for further developments. If any iyrep-
toms of hydrophobia appear wi i the
child he will be taken to New 14-k fcr
treatment.
i
t thisbeen received .
tto Arent. of Authorlael Comp Dies-
Information has 
office that insurance companies a e not
authorizei to transact busiuess i this
;
State are soliciting by circular letter
•
and otherwise, and actually writing
policies of imeurance on property pocat-
ed in this Stat.,.
The attention of all agents of com-
panies authorized to do business iln this
Commonwealth is hereby directed to
Sec e33, Kentucky Stututes. whicti pro-
vides a penalty for acting as agents,
soliciting for, or placing ineurazioe in
unauthorized companies, and Sec 69e,
which provides a way in which s lua
lines may be placed.
Agents are requested to notifn this
Department by telegraph when any loss
occurs in wiblch unauthorized (Imre-
niesare interest in order thet anyperson
or persons ettempting to act foe the
company in the adjustment of 4 loss
may be apprehended and punisheld for
violation of the law.
Property owners who go outside the
State to place their insurance in com-
panies that thtve not complied will] the
provisions of the State law, must also colored man who swallowed the con-
go outside the'Srate to have their passee tents of three or four small bottles of
adjusted, as it is unlawful for ant per. laudanum at Henderson last week died
son to act as 'agent or adjuster !for a
company not licensed by this Depart- 
i Saturday afternoon.
ment. D. N. Cosueeort4, I An inquest was
 held at the station by
Dr. Sandefur,the coroner, and the usual
verdict in such cases was returned. The
body was turned over to an undertaker
and was yesterday sent to the Bennett
farm, near Retards, where the sons of
the dead man live.
The cause for the suicide has not de-
veloped. Winfrets was regarded as an
honest, hardworking fellow.
TWO NEWSY COLUMNS. a "gm named 
who was em- IN A LOOKING GLASS
ployed as cook, tried to burn it. He
I poured coal oil over all the beds, clothes!
l aud woodwork in the servants spart-j
rueuts joining a stable and saturated a
Racket's Schedule — Dave , Many City Scenes Faithfully
• 1 lot of excelsior in the cellar of the
Winfree Dies.. I hens-. Mirrored
SUNDAY'S
After thoroughly saturating the ex- I
eelsior he hurried to the seeond story of !
WEDDINGS. 
the residence. He looked all about to '
see if lie wart being watched aniefincling NEWSY LOCAL NOTES.
that they were all on the first floor, he
poured the remainder of the oil in a
front alcove room. Hastily returning
Bronston AndHisBride to the stable,he s t fire to the oil-Freaked
—Bob Buckner Other Items. 
materials which instantly caused high
and furious flames to shoot up from the
interior. A colored servant first dis-
covered the flame., She told Mrs. Mc7
Combs, who telegrahed to the Fire De-
partment and caused an alarm to be
Rounded. In the raterim rs hnd
slipped into the cellar and up-stairs room
and had applied a match to the inflani-
mable material, which, by this time,
was blazing rapidly. The occupants of
the house were confident that the fire,
which had broken out at three different
places seemingly at the same time, was
of an incendiary origin. The fire in the
stable was soon under control, but it
was with much difficulty that the flames
in the residence were checked. Rogers,
while the flames were being extinguish-
ed, stood off and langliett heartily as
though he was rongratulatieg himself
on his fiendish work
The negro was arrested and is now in
jail. His insanity is not doubted. Love
and religion drove him crazy. He had
been in Mrs. McComb's service severs'
years.
Crazy Servant's Deed
The schedule of assets and liabilities
and het of creditors of Lander & Miller,
the Pembroke firm, which assigned last
week, were filed Monday in the
County Clerk's office.
The full value of estate is assigned to
be from $3,500 to $4,000. The drafts
are distributed among thirty-six credi-
tors, mostly wholesale firms and the
amounts range from 93 cents to $e83 50.
The largest debts are Chas. B. Rouse,
N. Y., $137.19; Swann, Abrahen Het
Co., Louisville, $184.95; Hargadine,
McKittnel Co., St. Louis, $219 27; Her-
mann Bros., Lindauer tie Co., Nashville,
$11054; Brown Shoe Co., St. Louis.
V83.50; Tapp, Leathers & Co., Louis-
ville, $237.00; Chas. Frankland, Nash-
ville, $112.40.
The only Hopkinsville firm named is
the Crescent Milling Co., to which the
firm is Indebted $8 00.
The total liabilities listed amount to
52.9.19 14.
THE MOPKINSVILLE DARKY DIES.




TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA'.
Take Laxative Brom° Quinine Tablets. I
All draregists refund the money if it '
fails to cure. 2.5c. Sold by R. 0. Hard
vele. eel
Real Estate Tran•fers.
The following recent real estate 4rans-
ters are recorded in the County Clerk's
office:
Mr. and Mrs. George Cummings, Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Jones anei Miss Fenuie
Roberts to H. C. Walden, farm latid on
the Bell's Station rdad ; consideration
$1,770.
H. H. Bryant to Mrs. Ora Whiten,
tract of laud near Gracey ; consideration
$690.
Miss Nanie Starling at. al., to Teewis
Starling, lot on Clay and Eighth steeets ;
consideration $140.
Chad MCGitillia TO Algier
lot in the Hays addition; considerption
"It is said that the killing was the :150.
ioutgrowth of jealousy on the part of J. F.
 Hulett to George Browd4, lot
i at Kelly Station, consideration $101).
Taliaferro, who claimed that Day wasi Enstice A. Hale to Lewis W. MOM°,
trying to alienate the affections of hisi undivided interest in a tract of lair ly-
(Taliaferro's) wife. Taliaferro, imme- ' iug on Montgomery Creek; co ' era-
-:eon es ,
_
Wanes at the Read
Aug. j! Bogel, the leading drug
Shreveport, LA., says: "Dr.
New Discovery is the only thing
mina my cough, and it is the best
I have." J. F. Campbell, mercha
Safford, Ariz.. writes; "Dr.
New Discovery is all that is claim
it; it never fails, and is a sure










not say enough for its merits:4 Dr
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds is not an experibuent.
It has; been need for a quarter of at cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It
never disappoints. Free trial bottlers at




THREE WEDDINGS ON SUNDAY.
How Si Valentine's Day was Celebrated in
North Christian.
Three weddings among well-known
North Christian persons took place Sun-
day afternoon. All were quiet af-
fairs.
Mr. B. S. Overton and Mists Mary
Wells wer united in marriage at the
home of the bride, at Heley's Mill,
Squire H. Myers, officiating.
William K Martin and Miss Joseph-
ine Walker were married at the same
time at the bride's home, in Crofton,
Rev. R. L. Melton, of the Methodist
church, officiating.
anti =Hal EITIOTPTI toy-
nolda were united in marriage at 7:30
at the home of the bride, in Empire,
Rev. P. P. Glacldish, of the Baptist
church, officiating.
LAUGHED WITH FIENDISH GLEE
An Insane Servant Sets Fire to Mrs.
John McCombs Residence.
Mrs. John McCombs, formerly of this
county, came near loosing her home in
Louisville Saturday. An insane servant,
Xrifttitt/Ttrt trtr/MIlmtrmirtammnrffmmirmrtrim.•
Tho Dig Two Clcararin !alo
OF THE
Marnivoth Clothini&ShoeCo.
Beginning Saturday, Feb. 6, 1897, For Two Weeks.
In order to move out our over-supply of win r goods, we will offer sonie of
the greatest bargains that has ever been offered o4 this market. In 
order to
t
make a long story short, we will make a general weep.
EVERY JACKET AND PANT IN THE HOUSt
E 
FROM $2 UP WILL I;IE SOLD AT HALF PRICE.
1







red. All goods are marked in a
, mage in this town. Our en- aa
E Suits, Overcoats, Odd Pants, Hats and Shoes 25 per 1
E cent. Off. One-fourth Given Away. a
[Mammoth Clothing & Shoe g.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
-ea_
ENDS LIKE AN OLD-II 1`::E NOVEL.
Senator Bronston Marries His Sweet-
heart After Much Trouble and Delay
When the news of the marriage of
Senator Charles J. Bronston, of Lex-
ington, and Miss Belle Wisdom, of Pa-
ducah, reached Hopkintiville Sunday
local society to-as treated to a mild sen-
sation. The bride has visited here of-
ten and was very popular.
It will be remembered that several
months ago cards of invitation were re-
ceived to the nuptials of Mr. Bronston
and Miss Wisdom. Then west' was
sent teat the pros; active bride was ill
and that, for thet reason, the marriage
had been postponed. Everybody knew,
however, that the seriene objection of
B. H. Wisdom. the bride's father, was
the true cause. Mr. Wisdom died some-
time ago. His daughter inherited about
$250,000
A Paducah dispatch says of the affair:
"She met Senator Bronston while on a
visit to friends Lexington, about four
years ago, and an attachment at once
sr-rang up between the couple. Since
then the well-known State Senator has
aften visited Padurah.
"The breaking off of the engagement
last fall after the announcement of the
made publicly created a big sensation
at the time and was widely commented
upon. So far KA could be ascertained
to-night the marriage was a surprise to
the bride's relatives] and friends here. It
was generally believed after the en-
gagement last fall Was broken off that
the couple would never be united in
marriage."
•
r1311C. 311.17,11C-al 111123 • II A -_S.
Stops a Wagon in Time to Save a
Baby's Life.
Mr. Robert Buckner, son of Mr. anti
Mrs. Sam O. Buckner, of this city, and
Policeman McMullen were heros in the
eyes of a crowd of people and one loving
mother in et. Louis Friday. They
snatched a golden haired tot from the
jaws of death.
A St Louis paper describes Ora occur-
once as follows:
"At 9 a. m. Mrs.Margaret Williamson
of Whipple place alighted from anthive
street car at Broadway. By her side
trudged a 3-year-old baby girl closely
muffled, in a long coat and silk hood.
Crossing front the E ist to the West side
of the street Mrs. Willianeson ran ahead
to avoid a heavy coal wagon approach-
ing from theSouth and a laundry wagon
driving:rapidly from the North. She
called for the baby to follow her. The
tot trippled lightly over the cobble
stones and had almost reached a point
of safety when she slipped and fell Hav-
ing reached the side walk Mrs.William-
son.turned to look for her darling.
"Then came a shock of dismay. Al-
most beneath the hoofs of the heal,-
draft horses the baby was lying. The
driver did not see her and in enotheriu-
stant she would be trampled upon.
'• McMullen heard the woman's scream
and rushed to the rescue. At the same
time Manager Buckner, of the Ameri-
can Tailors, ran out and stopped the
laundry wagon. The policeman reeked
up the child just in time to save it. The
horses' noses touched his shoulder.
"A shout went up from the bystand-
ers at the brave action. The trembling
mother gave McMullen her name aud
address and then hurried away."
4 For Instance. Our Low Prices
—ON--




Aches and Pains When a Simple Rem-
edy will Cure You in apiary
Few Minutes?
lie ns of VE,11:113 Kinds, all of Which are of
Much Local In'erast.
Eloped to Clarksville.
Joseph Garmon awl M.ss Lou M.
Floweio of Russellville, Ky., eloped to
Clarksville and ae re married at the Ar•
lingo)]* Hotel at ten o'clock Friday
inorniug.
Eloped and Married.
James R. Gee and Miss Modes Dick-
enson, a couple who live in the Ben-
nettstown neighborhood, eloped to Ten-
nessee, it is reported Monday, and were
married,
Turns Up Now In Christian.
George R. Stiller, who is well-re-
membered in Corydon and this city by
Rome (it his faithful frietedie turns up
now at Sinking Fork, Christian county.
—Henderson Gleaner.
Arrested at Dawson.
John Kilgore was arrested at Dawson
Friday on the charge of grand larce-
ny. lie is alleged to have stolen a bible
pistol and a lot of money from Edward
Kennedy, of Mound City, Ill , in Padu-
cah.
Medicine Men Meet.
The Christian County Medico-Chi-
rugical Society held a meeting in Dr.
Frank Stites office Monday to for-
mulate plane and appoint committees
for the next animal meeting of the
Souther u Kentucky Medical Society
which will be held in this city.
The 0. V. Waif.
The little waif which was found in a
basket on the Ohio Valley train was
turned over to the city of Henderson by
the Ohio Valley railroad officials upen
the advice of their attorney. Mayor
Worshsm had the little one comforta-
bly cared for at the city sanitarium. It
is a fie. ly developed boy. The young
woman who deserted the charge is not
thought to be his mother. There is no
clew to her identity.
Had a Fight.
Durward Petree, of Hopkintrville, be-
came ievolved in a difficulty with a 11C-
gro named Jim Polk Saturday after-
noon. Polk made some sassy remark to
Petree and Petree returned the remark
with.a Fitzsimmons slug. The uegro
picked up a rock and threw it at Petree,
striking him in the face, knocking out
two teeth and badly tearing his gum
Polk is a mean kid and should be put on
the rock pile. Petree is getting along
all right—Princeton Republican.
- - —era- a -es-- -
Ratner Gets a Verdict.
In the case of Norman Hiltner vs. the
L. & N. R. R. Co. for $20,000 damages,
the jury brought in a verdict Frilay
awarding the plaintiff $8,500. Hiltner
was running the engine on a freight
Melt ritictI2,-45ti1herCITenerson dieision
of the L. & N., about 31, miles from
Guthrie. Hiltner jumped and landed
on a pile of croes-ties,smstaining injuries
which made necessary the amputation
of his I ee. His fireman was killed. The




A congenial gathering of young peo-
ple eujeyed a valentine party Friday
night at the hospitable country home of
Mrs.Saininie Holloway, near this city.
Seasonable retie ehments were served.
Everyone received numerous valentines,
and SOaie excellent 'elite" were made.
It was a late hour before the jolly
crowd dispersed.
Two Elections at Clarksville.
A special session of the County Court
was held at ClarksvilleSeturday to elect
a Tax Assessor for this city. the office
having been made vacant by the death
of W. H. Higgins, who was elected last
Augur, and also to chose a NotaryPub-
lie for the Fifth eistriet. There was an
excite g contest for Assessor, and it re-
quire. six ballots to elect, W. L. Macon
being chosen. Squire J. H Aehey was
elected Notary Public without opposi-
tion.
A Costly Aocidant.
A bad accident occurred in the East•
ern part of the county last Friday after-
noon"
I'd ills Trndy, a weed y farmer,
All manner of aches and pain!, eater-
nal and internal, yield to the healing
and soothing qualities of Lightning
Hot Drops, whether of sciatic, neuralgia
or rheumatic origin. Toothache, ear-
ache, faceache and neadache can all be
quiekly and easily cured by the use of
thiswonderful remedy. It also cures
corns, bunions, ehilblaina and frost
bites.
Lightning Hot Drops is certainly a
grand thing to have in the house. It is
a pleasant remedy to use, and is won-
derfully effective in all the minor ills of
man and beast. It is always ready for
external and internal use, and when
sweetened the little folks like it. And
it affords such a quick and complete re-
lease from the pain and misery of
wounds and acute disorders and all
sorts of aches and Nines that after we
have once got acquainted with its work
we buy it again and again. Briefly
speaking, Lightning Hot Drops prevents
or cures all disorders of the stomach and
bowels.
Lightning Hot Drops kills any ache or
pain, external or internal.
Lightning Hot Drops heals; any kind
of flesh wound, old sores, etc.
Lightning Hot Drops neutralizer; the
poison of the bites of animals, snakes,
insects, etc.
Lightning Hot Drops cures corns,
bunions, chilblains, frostbites, etc.
And then Lightning Hot Drops only
cost 25c a bottle.
near
Fairview, started his four-mule team to
Hopkinsville with a load of tobacco and
clover seed. Upon reaching Moseley's
bridge the team became frightened, ran
down the embankment and killed all
four of the mules instantly.
The negro driver escaped, but the con-
tents of the wagon was a total loss. The
complete loss represents several hundred
dollars.
Personal Points,
Mr. Geo. A. 13roadus, of Bell, was in
the city Monday.
Mr. S. H Carter, of Longview, was
in the city Monday.
Misses Sadie MeComb, of Pembroke,
and Cecil Holloway, of Leautown, are
visiting Mrs. Charles Jerrett, near the
city.
Mrs. F. A. Sebree, of Trenton, is a
guest of Mrs. John Bullard.
Mr. W. H. Butler, of Bainbridge, was
in town Saturday.
Mr. H. L. Trice, of Pembroke, is visit-
ing in the city.
Mn. Ben McGehee, of Bennettstown,
was here Saturday.
Miss Grace Lyon, teNdoutgoniery, is
visiting in the city.
Mr. Reed Renshaw, of Era, was in
the city Saturday.
Mrs. John Gaines, of Montgomery,
who has been visiting Mrs. Nelson D.
Green, returned home Saturday.
KEEP CLIMBING UP THE LADDER
Two Well-Known Hopkinsville Men
Ascend Another Rung.
Two well-known men, whose homes
are in Hopkinsville, have resigned their
positiotis to accept more lucrative OM's.
These persons are Frank Bell and Ike
Hart.
Everybody has a cold sometime— 
For some months Mr. Bell has been
Your turn will come. Keep a bottle of 
connected with the Nashville Sun and
Dr. B -ies Pine Tar Honey at hand and has done 
brilliant work 11.A a reporter,
be papered for an emergency. This c.i--v editor and editorial writer. 
Last
famous remedy will cure a cold before I
It gete fairly Ntartotl or after it has set- 
week he hamlet( in his resignation and
tled. The Roemer you take it the sooner I 
has gone to Louisville to accept a more
you get well. Sold by R. 0. Hardwick. 




mereial, one of the largest and most in-
fluential Republican newspapers in tic,'
South. Several years ago Mr. Bell was
on the rt portorial staff of the Commer-
cial, and gave such exnellent satisfac-
tion that the paper made him a tempt-
ing offer to return to its sent-ice.
Mr Ike Hart has left the employ of
Herman Bros.,' Lindeaur & Co , of
Nashville, to go with Mark & Stix,
manufacturers and jobbers of Loots.
shoes and rubbers. of Cincintiati, at a A RICH MAN
largely increased salary. He is one of j
the best drummers on the road and olio
talk a deaf and dumb man initoThnying
goods. His genie' and generous nature A Son Kills His Father Because of his Re
make his popularity universal. Mink
& St ix are to be congratulated on secur-
ing him us their traveling representa-
tive.
ABSOLUTE FREEDOM.
Cen Gomez Will Accept






ISPECI.11 TO NEW ERA]
Havana, Feb. 13 —A Spanieli convoy
train was blown up by the Cubans and
fifty Spanish soldiers captured. When
the Cub Ills recognized the Spanish of-
ficer in comorand as one who had mur-
dered more than one hundred paciticoes
they cut him to pieces.
EMBARRASSING POSITION.
[semi ‘1. to New ERA
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 13 —The county
wants to purchase the Lexington and
Danville turnpike and the owners want
$2,000 per mile. They are being asked
to explain why the officers 6f the com-
pany inn& a se ornstatement last fall,
when the road Was assessed for taxa-
tion, to show that the stock of the com-
pany Was N. ortii only one .twentieth of
its par
ABOUT LABOR.
:seecied, TO NEW ERA]
Washineton. Feb. 13.—The eleventh
annual report of the Department of La-
bor show's that the number of .wornen
workers, Iii proportion to the- whole
working cease, is increasing, while that
of children is decreasing.
_
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco psitig eas-
ily and forever, be made well, eetrong,
magnetic!, full of new life< Arai vigor,
take No-To•Ber, the wonder-jeorker,
that makes weak men strong`..s Many
gain ten pnundm in ten days. Weer 400,-
(XX) cured. Buy No-To-Bac tf your
druggist, under rtnarantee to cure, e0c
or $1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ate Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
TOLL-GATE RAIDERS.
Destroy Eleven Toll Cates
Up in Lewis County.
GEN. SHELBY IS DEAD.
Prominent V rginia Officiaa Shutt Each Other
to Death Over an Old Grudge.
---TritiECTAL TO NEW ERA]
Vanceburg, Ky., Feb. 13.-2 p. rn.—
Early last night 150 men rode into this
town, and Koine to the residence of
County Judge Hillis reported to him
that they had jtest traveled twenty-five
miles ot turnpike road arid had removed
five of the obrioxious toll gates. They
then rode down the street yelling,
"Hurrah fir Hillis for County Judge."
They claimed that as all the present of-
ficials oft''-comity are candidates for
re-eleceron they had assurances that no
warrants eould be issued for their ar-
rest.
It tuna be remembered that there is
to be a Rep:Alice!' convention in this
county oa the 27th of this month, and
there is a :Jitter contest for the nomina-
tion for s. veral offices. Judge Hillis is
opposed hve Ed Williams, tbe present
Sheriff, fur the county judgeship.
It is beheved that the free-pike ques-
tion is tieing used for political purposes.
A vote A-LS taken in November, aud it
carried b) 1.e09 majority. Since then
about thirty miles have been made free,
but the spirit which developed about
two months ago in favor of n day-light
raid, lb.' role of which were
published at the time be-
came rearousel at the slow progress
made on Olt uiconick and Petersville
road toward removing the gates, tied it
resulted lest night in placing this coun-
ty outside of the law- for the time beiug.
,The offieers were powerless' ast night,
or else afraid, to make a move to sup-
press such wanton exhibiton of lawless-
uess. Among those in the gang were
gray-haired veterans drawing pensions,
and many of the heretofore peaceable
and quiet citizens of the county, mu fire,
as true aud honest men as live, but -
boring under error as the way to right
wrongs. There is too inueli politics for
any of the offenders to be punished, the
Republicans would be afraid of losing
the offices.
It was learned to-day that six more
toll gates were destroyed by the gang
after it left town—making eleven in all._
GEN. JOSEPH SHELBY DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 13.-1 :00 p.m.
—Gen. Joseph Shelby, well-known all
over the country, a veteran of the Mex-,
keit) and civil wars, died at his home
here this morning after an illness et on-
ly three weeks. The General was one
of the bravest men that espoused the
cause of the Confederacy and the old
soldiere who served under will learn of
his deete with deep regret. Gen. Shel-
by was a native of Kentucky, coming
of one of the most noted and talented
families in the State, being a descen-
dant of Kentucky's first Governor,
Isaac M Shelby, for whom 'the county
of Shelby and tee town of Shelbyville
were both named.
A TRAGEDY.
[• PICO TO SEW EitA]•
Whieeeeirg, Kee Feb. 13.-2 p. m.—
There was
over acmes the State line in Dirkeneon
county, irginia. Tom Baker was shot
and killed by 'Iom Farmer, who was
also weentied, but not dangerously.
Both in sir were co 4 'Ay oftivials and were
amone the most prominent men in Vir-
ginia. mging to old and respected
faindiee. The tragedy grew out of an
I old trouble between the two men,
fusel to Allow km to Marry.
Key West, Fla , Feb. 16.-2 p. m.—
Cablegrams just received froth Havana
say that the scheme of the reforms
promised by Spain to Cuba were laid
before Gen. Gomez, the Commander-in-
Chief of the Cuban army, and that he
positively and absolutely refused to con-
sider them at all. He says that the day
for the Cubans to accept anything short
of absolute freedon has long since
passed, that even If they were not cer-
tain of victory they could not con-
sider any promise made by Spain, as
she had promised reforms SO often and
had just as often totally disregarded
them. Gonir z Faye that the patriots
have victory almost -within their grasp
and that Spain must soon, retire igno-
miniously from the contekt, as she is
bankrupt and can not even keep up the
appearance of holding Cuba much
longer.
KILLED HIS FATHER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ESA]
Harlan, Ky., Feb. 12-2 :05 p. m.—
This town is very much excited over a
patricide that occurred here this morn-
ing. For some time young Willis
Brook, a seventeen-years-old boy, re-
siding here, has been very much in love
with a girl about she same age and has
been very anxious to marry her, but his
hither, Gilbert Brock, objected to the
marriage on account of the boy's age.
This morning the boy appr ached his
father in regard to the matter. The
father laughed at him and made some
remark about the girl that aroused the
boy's anger, and as result the son drew
a pistol from his pock( t and shot his
father to death on the spot.
The boy was at once arrested and
placed behind the bars. He doesn't
seem to be a bit sorry for his awful
crime, but attempts to justify himself
by saying that his father had no right
to make . slighting remarks about his
swat theart.
HIS RECORD.
]SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 12.—The following is
the record of Capt. McGiffin, the Am-
erican who fought in the China-Japan
war and who yesterday committed sui-
cide in this cetere_as_nuratea—aa_e—
At the outbreak of the war tetween
France and China, McGiffin, who was
a native of Pennsylvania, resigned from
the American navy, and, with the per-
mission of the Government, went into
the service for Chiva. At the close of
the war, in which be made a great re-
cord, having captured the only gun-
boat that a-as lost to the French at the
battle of Yantse, he went to England,
to superintend the building of gunboats
for China. In one of these, the Chen
Yuan, he went through the battle of
the Yalu River, and the bloody service
he saw there made him a maniac.
At the battle mentioned Capt. Mc-
Giffin's vessel was the flagship. Early
in the engagement, owing to the death
of a superior officer, Capt. Mc(iiffin be-
came commanding officer of the fleet.
In his eagerness to work his vessel ton
point of advantage he exposed him-
self to personal danger and was
badly wounded. He was shot
once in the back of the head and once
in the thigh. Hie body was literally
filled with splinters. Both eardrums
were broken; all the hair was burned
from his body, and his clothes were
blown off. His eyesight Was affected so
that he was never able to see except in
a shadowy outline; his body was black
and blue from bruises.
LEFT A NOI E.
A note McGiffin left was characteris-
tic. It reads, "Memo: "Look alive that
the bed is not set afire by the shot.
Compliments and adieux to all. I re•
gret that my destination must remain
to you unknown—but you may guess.
With apologies to Miss Phelps for the
row. It is a way- that all guns have.
An revoir.
"Ineidentially I may note that though
I effect my exit, it is not the hegira an-
ticipated by the leurued staff."
• •P. N. M."
NOTICE!
The people of Christian county, Ken-
tucky, will take notice that the Fiscal
Court of said Tunty will meet at their
usual and customary place of meeting
in the city of Hopkinsville, county of
Christian and State of Kentucky, on
Tuesday, the 6th day of April, 1897, for
the purpose of inkling new county Re
funding Bonds to be sold for the pur-
pose Of obtaining Money with which to
pay off all outstanding bonds ageing
said county, which said bonds are of is-
sue July 1st, 1186e, and amounting to
about $100,000, or4or the purpose of ex-
ehanging said new Bonds for said old
Bohds as said Fiscal Court may deter-
wipe; also for the purpose of calling in
said outstanding. Bonds at maturity.
The terms and conditions of said new
Bonds will be fixed and determined by
said Fiscal Courted said time and place.
Done by order ef the Christian Coun-





(Attest JOHN P. PROwSE,
Counnty Clerk.
For Colcuit Judge
We are to-day uthorized to announce
that well-known nrist, Judge Thomas
P. Cook, of Mu ay, Calloway county,
as a candidate fol. the Democratic nom-
ination for 
Judge 
of the Circuit court of
this district, whirih in; composed of Cal-
loway, Christiano Lyon and Trigg coun-
ties. As a lawyer and a Democrat
Thomas P. Cook is too well-known over
the district to need any introduction at
our hands. In side aking of Judge Cook
the Murray Ledger has the following to
to say:
"Judge Cook i$ perhaps as well and
favorably known' to the people of this
judicial district ks any man. He has
presided in this land other counties a
Lumber of timee as special judge and
his dignified and eentlemanly demeanor
excited much co merit and made him
many friends with the people and with
the bar. At such times his decisions
were not subject A the slightest critic-
isms and he handled intricate questions
like a veteran * the bench. He has
had long experience at the bar and has
a large and lucrative practice. He is
aged about forty-five years, and procur-
ed his license anti diploma in 1874 and
was elected County Attorney of Callo-
way in 1878 and [filled the office with
credit to himself 4ind satisfaction to the
people.
"Judge Cook is in no sense a schem-
ing politician. Though taking an ac-
tive interest in the welfare of Demo-
cracy, he is a men without prejudice
and willing to accord every man
freedom of conviction. In selecting a
man for the bench a thorough know-
ledge of the law„ a firm and dignified
demeanor and an unprejudiced mind
are the pre-eminent qualifications. In
JudgeCook you fi!1 d these predominant.
Callowaycounty is proud to present
such a man to the voters of the Third
judicial district, sind we believe in case
he is nominated that he can command a
vote sufficient to nvercome all opposi-
tion."
The attention 4 the insuring public
is called to a letteg sent out by Commis-
sioner Comingore, of Frankfort, pub-
11lished elsewhere in this paper. The
practice referred 
0 
is a violation of the
law and is an evil to the State losing the
license which these companies should
pay, and also an injustice to the cam-
pane's aud local verde who pay the
State and city license and are cut out
of this business. The insurance Com-
missioner has deiermine,d to put forth
every effort to fertet out such cases and
enforce the law te the fullest extent.
- — _ ----1- ..- ess---  
To Our* A old In One Day
Take Laxative Brom° Quinine Tabliets
All druggists ref d the money if it
fails to cure.
AN AWF L TRAGEDY
That Took P
ing-ton T
ace Up at Lex-
is Morning.
A LEADING CITIZEN,
Beeeetieg Seeds Issue. Undertakes to
RIGHT OFF THE WIRE,
Steve Atkins Murdered His
Guard To.Day.
SILLY BOYS' SUICIDE.
Deere, will be Ameassador—D_es'row Mast
Hass— Matters of Great Interest. s
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Livingston, Ky., Feb. 15 —II :35.—A
murder was committed in the Rock Cas-
tle county jail this morning, and the
fact that the murderer is the notorious
Steve Adkins makes the killing all the
more sensational.
Adkins and his partner, Fields, wI o
waylaid and murdered Judge Combs
and who after numerous trials el ere
sentenced to life imprisonment in the
State penitentiary, were to have been
taken to Frankfort to morrow.
Atkins secured a sharp inetrument,
from an unknown soureteeto-day and
concealed it in his clothes. When Will
Davis, one of the guards in the jail
opened Atkins' cell to take in a bucket
of water, the prisoner attacked him. A
desperate struggle ensued in which Ate
kin.s succeeded in severing an artery' in
Davis' arm hem weich the latter bled
to death.
NAUGHTY BOY i3IIICIDES.
[sPzeLke TO NEW Ens)
Nieholasville, Ky., Feb. 15.-1 :20 p.
m. —Walter Overstreet, a fifteen-yeaz-
old boy, went to church
his mother. He misbehaved, and.
mother scolded him.
Because he had been reproved,
killed himself this morning.
Saturday with
b
"DE PEACH" A SURE WINNER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C„ Feb. 15-2. p. 171,
—Dr. Chan: cey M. Depew, will be the
next American Ambassador to Court of
Great 13;itian.
This information was given out at
noon to-day by persons who know what
they are talking about. Ilt is also known
that Dr. Depew will:adoept the position
for which he is so excellently qualified.
The next Ambassador is not only a
warm personal friend of Major McKin-
ley, but he has been recommended by
prominent and influential persons of all
parts of the United States and is en-
thusiastically backed by the Vander-
bilts and their connections.
He is acceptable to all classes of
Americans and will be welcomed with
open arms by John Bull.
[SPECIAL 0 SEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 13.-1 :05 p.m.—
One of the most awful tragedies that
has ever taken place in this State oc-
curred here this inorning and shocked
the entire coMmunity. Mr. John
R. Marrs, one tof the most promi-
nent and popular Igentl 'men in this city,
suddenly and without any premonitory
symptoms, became violently insane, his
insanity being of a homicidal and sui
cidal nature. .
Before the family had the slightest
(warning that Mr. Marrs was off his bal-
ance mentally, h rushed into the room
where they all happened to be assembled
at the time, and (i.andishing a weapon
in a wild manneri rushed upon his little
son and killed hien instantly. The fam-
ily was so paralizied by fear that none of
them attempted to escape at that time.
After slaying his; little boy the dement-
ed father turnedlupon his daughter and
mortally wounded her. He evidently
thought he had killed her,for he at once
turned upon his panic-stricken wife,
whom he injured very seriously, but not
fatally. The mein then, eatiefied that




Elictrie Bitters is a medicine suited
a sad tragedy this morning for any'se,aston, but perhaps m
ore gen-
erally needed when the languid, ex-
hausted feeling prevails, when the liver
is torpid and sluggish and the need of a
I tonic and alterative is felt. A prompt
use of this ndedieine has often averted
long and peshaps fatal bilious fevers.
No medicine yin act more surely in
j counteracting end freeing the systemf I:i
from the maldrial poison. Headache,
!indigestion, censtipation, dizziness yield
to Eleaceic Bitters. 50c and $1.01, per
I bottle at H. 0. Hardwick's drag store.
i
The servants "imbed from the house
and called in the neighbors after the
maniac had emmdd his own life. Mr.
Marrs had ne er before shown the
slightest sign of hiay mental disorderencte
is it known that any of his ancesters
were ever insane. The physicians and
rfliends of the f .aty are unable to ac-
orn:int for the dden attack, though
tsome of them si gest that it was proba-
bly brought on y worry over business
matters.
It is believed that the daughter will
die before nighti The mother, however,
will rec, ver, it is thought.
THE W R SITUATION.
[SPECI L TO NEW ERA]
New York, Feb. 15.-2 p. m.—A
cablegram from*London says that the
fleets of all the leading nations of Et •
rope have asselubled about the harbor
of Canes, the chief port of the Island of
(Crete. and the they are now playing
for position an it is believed that there
will be a fight frery soon. The Greeks
have at least ilf of their navy there,
but the Turks preparee.to fight any
and all enc chments on their pre-
serves. It is fifmly believed that King
Georne has be directed by Russia to
attempt to annlex the Island of Crete, as
it is not thought the King would have
acted as he had, especially when it is re-
membered the
Legislative be
t he is acting under the
y which refused to stir
DCESTROW T HAN
ms, o., at,, .—Z: o p. zu.--
The court has formally declined to in-
terfere, and Millionaire Duestrow, who
murdered:his wife and child, must hang
to-morrow.
The Governor is beseiged by the
friends of the murderer, and it is said
that he may defer the eiecution a few
weeks in order to examine new testi-
mony to be given by experts on insani-
ty.
The news from the Mediterranean
grows daily in moment and in interest.
Thus far the cumulative incidents point-
unmistakably to a greet war and to the
expulsion of the Mohammedan power
from Europe. Especially significant is
the course of Greece, and the fact that,
that course has been grasped for the rage
few weeks by the King, rather than by
the Grecian Assembly. In at least one
notable instance has the decree of the
Assembly been overridden peremptorily
by the King. It ail indicates that
Greece has an understanding with one
or more of the great Powers of Europe.
and that that understanding is
dynastic rather than national. King
George's closest family tie is to
Russia. His sister is the Czar's mother.
His wife is the Czar's aunt. The Qneen
of Greece is a Russian princess. Furth-
more, this conflict in its popular, at dis-
tinguished from its dynastic and na-
tional aspects, is a religions one. It is
a struggle between the followers of the
Prophet and those of the Christ. rut
it must be noted that trot Roman nor
Prostesnant Christianity is at the fore.
It is Greek Christianity that has caught
up the sword, aud there again Greece
and Russia are at one.
-- • 4
up trouble with Turkey.
King Georg, of Greece, is a brother
of the 
dowaget
Czarina of Russia, the
mother of the present Czar. His wife
is the aunt 0 the present Czar. HisI
wife is also a 
t 
useian Princess, and the
King himsel4 is a son of the King of
Denmarck and a brother-in-law of the
Prince of Walser, who will soon be Eng-
land's King. It is this connection that
causes the w4rld to believe that King
oGeorge has a understanding with the
Powers—a pe nal, though not officia
understandu+.
It is something renierk- able that the
cue of Mrs. Carew, who was last Month
convicted in the British Consular bean
at Yokohama of poisoeiust her husband,
should be in every detail similar to the
case of Mrs. Maybriek, the Amerieedi
woman now serving si life trentehoe in
an English pri on. In both came ti:e
death was caused by arsenic, read in
both ca.ees the huslatid had for years
been a confirmed arsenic fiend, 'using
very large quantities of the drug; in
both the widow was not euepectekt un-
til some time after the husband's death;
in both letters were found from another
man to the wife antieipating marriage
with her; both women were sentenced
to death on purely cirenrustanted evi-
dence. and the seutences of both were
commuted to imprisonment for life, and
it is very likely that in both CRS% the
husbands accidentally killed themselves
by an over-dose of the drug or else that
several doses accumulated and all came
into effect at the same time, as ia free .
quently the case with quite a number of
drugs. In eoth cames the wife had ,been
in the habit of purthssing the drug for
the husband, who frequently was in
such a condition as to be unable to go
out on the streets. Mrs. elsebriek t ra
'Aliened the letter anticipatieg marriaee
with her by saying that the writer was
familar with her husband's halete,
knew of his reckless use of arsenic, aid
therefore knew that .sooner or later he
would kill himself with it—as most per-
sons addicted to its dse finally do—ena
that in addition to the use of ureteric,
her husband was suffering with an in-
curable disease, which fact Willi &deo
known to her loves, who, under the cir-
cumstances, very naturally refeirett le
the future and his desire to marry le r
when she had beceine a widow. This
explanation, however, failed to metre
much impression du the Corre. 
Tee
United State Goveremeet hes .ipade re-
peated efforts to secbre Mrs. Ma3 Mi. k's
release horn :prison but so ler 44., ii
1 Vic has refused to listen to It p; will, i i : a
pardon.
To Cure a Cold In cue Day 
TO CURE A COLD IN CS le 0%
Take Laxatiee Bromo Quinine Tablets. 
Take ',mean.; e Brottao Qeiriere Tab, tat
All druggistal refund the money if it 
All drugged,. refuud the mene• if it
I fails to cure. tibc. . i 
fails to cure. ibc. ene
-etediednt e
otilleseftreese -








When a Democrat or a Populist use*
-etch language as Representative Cal-
derhead, as a good Kansas Republican,
did before the House Banking and Cur-
rency Committee,of which be is mem-
ber, certain Republican editors invari-
ably call it "anarchistic raving." The
text of Mr. Calderhead's remarks was
the bill naming thirteen American mil-
lionaires, among them Andy Carnegie
end Phil Armour, as incorporators of
the "International American Bank,"
with authority to establish eight branch
banks in other countries. This hill or a
similar one has been before this Com-
mittee in several Congresses, and it was
only when an attempt was made to
push it through the Committee, when
Mr. Calderheed spoke against it, in part
AR follows . "The whole United States
is in a condition of unrest. Thennder-
ealf of the country believes that it is
injured, and injured largely by the
power of aggregated wealth. They
actually believe it. They believ• it to
such an extent that large areas of the
country need nothing but a leader of
ability to give us an insurrection. That
is the truth, and that is the political
storm that will follow any attenipt, di-
rect or indirect, to incorporate the men
named here into a private bank With a
capital of millions of dollars, and the
plea that it is done for the benefit of in-
ternational commerce will not !answer
that mob-for it is a mob-whidh only
needs a commanding general to lead it.
If the leader should happen to hive the
military instinct, it would mean civil
Bills Must Be Taken at Face Value. Otherwise
the Merchants May Be Shot.
GOMEZ RETREMING. WEDS A THIRD TIME. SITUATION AT CRETE.
Weyler Pursuing Him With Mrs. Lillie Rieke Thompson Greece Refuses to With-
Combined Forces. Boyd Eloped To-Day draw Her Flotilla
[SPECIAL TO YiEW ERA]
Havana, Feb. 17.-Capt. Gen. Weyler
has issued an edict completely prohibit-
ing speculation in exchanging bank
bills for coin or vice versa in the ex-
change houses where this has been the
practice and secondly, ordering these es-
tablishments to affix the edict on their
doors over the national colors with the
number of the "matriculation subsidy"
and quotations in the exchange of gold
and silver. The edict also prohibits
quoting bills and orders the use of the
daybook to record operations, according
to the stamp act.
In addition, all eetabliehmentebuyin
and selling effects and industries of all
kinds are obliged to receive bills at their
full value and change them for small
bills, the only condition being that buy-
ers mast spend at least $1 in each five
dollar bill tendered or receive one per
cent. discount while small bills are
scarce.
The ('aptain General's edict further
prohibits on the island of Cuba the re-
selling of Government lottery tickets.
Only internal revenue collectors are per-
mitted to sell them, but these collectors
are authorized on their personal respon-
sibility to allow persons to sell lottery
tickets on the street. These sellers
must, however, carry a badge showing
the number of the collectors' offices to
which they belong and they must show
this bakge at the request of the people.
In no case must the ticket seller ask a
premium of over ten per cent.
Finally, any persons violating the
provisions of this edict will be dealt-
with as assisting in the rebellion and
will be tried by the military court.
Custom forces the crowned heads of
Europe to remain mere amateur* in the
arts, professions or trades they fancied
in youth, or which they were obliged to
practise, owing to the practical ideas of
wise parents, who may have forseen
that thrones have a way of disappear-
ing in these enlightened days. Queen
Marguerite of Italy is a fine mnsician,
and could earn her living as it music
teacher; the Czar of Russia is ati expert
cabinetmaker, and has made two or
three excellent violins, while the Kaiser
of Gd.rmany is said to be a jack of all
trades and a pasonaster of all arts. He
can make anything from a drama and a
paineng to a line-of-battle ship. But it
rem:, the world to hear of a royal
slim. in the person of the Prince
of \S' ees.
A Russian nobleman turned cobbler
in the person of Count Leon Tolstoi,
and, according to the London, Women
amcsyrortu, r 41.111CV m Tv area,
heir-apparent to the throne ofGreatBri-
tain, can tarn out a pair of patent leath-
ers or hunting boots with the best of
English shoemakers
The Queen of Ind the Prince
Consort, it appears e .seei that each of
their children should learn some useful
trade or occupation, and the Prince of
Wales chose shoemaking for hie trade,
and acquired such a degree of proficien-
cy that boota made by his hands were
the pride of his fellow-workman, as
they were the envy of his friends at
court. The Prince has never sought to
conceal his talent, and even to-day ex-
amines with the eye of a connoisseur
the shoes sent him by the furnishers.
Arid that is e ey Albert Edward is the
best-shod nei: In England.
If the Spa.. - e is at allgrateful
Mr. Clev-I. he start& on his
tour of r eell never get beyond
Madrid-that is, if he starts from the
Nest end comes East, but if he should
the East, he weald never
I rid, Lombard street through
• for the millions upon tnillions
- eel to its "financiers" ' would
lie‘ -w him to proceed any further.
So it seems that the United States will
lose the bond-seller entirely, but it is to
be feared that he will not start; on the
trip et all.
Who knows but that the smcloth old
icicle from Ohio is at the bottom, of the
threat to do Alger up if his name is sent
to the Senate as a member of )&cKin-
ley's Cabinet? It may be that Sherman
still remembers that after he bought all
the negro delegates to the Presidential
Convention in le88 Alger went to work
and bought them for himself and in that
way probably defeated the Chin man
for the Presidency, which has been the
dream of his life.
Republican Representative, gill of
Connecticut, is quite ingenous ; in his
way of saying that his party is instilled
in repudiating the bimetallic tart of
their platform. Mr. Hill says: "The
stilted phrases of a platform dicteted by
half-mature thought in June shieuld be
read in the blazing light of the Novem-
ber victory." It was indeed a victory
for gold, and the bimetallism promise
was a sham intended only to deceive
the West.
_
That the American people are *tot in
the least given to sentiment is shbwn by
the fact that Appomattox, the spot On
which the greatest war the world ever
'A' LS ended, has been turnedinto a
in. If the sentimental trench
neen in Our place Appoinittox
r enturiee to come bloom like
a tine - lien and its ground would
beet, garded as sacred.
- - - - -  - 
Dr. Abbott may preach heresy, Bob
Ingersoll may preach agnosticieni, and
Mr. Moody may preach orthodoxy, and
. every man of as may have his own
eee to look after, says the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch .
As McKinleyism is to prevail kir four
years, the sugar men might as well
have their bounty. Every planter,
whatever he may sow, is entitled to
bounty on his crop if the McKinley
theory is right.
Beware of Ointments for Oman* That
Contain Nerestr7,
as mercury will surely destroy tint sense
of am- eunpletely derange the
whole Ay•it-•• *nen entering it through
the mu., 14 surfaces. Such articles
should -r be used except on prescrip-
tions from reputable physicians, es the
damage they will do is ten fold to the
good you can possibly derive fromithem.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
F. J. Cheney & Go., Toledo, 0., contains
no mercury, and is taken internally,
acting dirsctly upon the blood and mu-
eons surface's of the 'system. In buying
Hall's Catarrh Owe be sure you get the
genuine. It is taken internalle and
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Glieney
& Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by druggi te. price 75c per bottle.
fiI'sFsmily Pills are the best.
T 11 E N 11 \\ E R A.
New Era Printing & Publish'g Co
HUNTER *000. President.
-• -
OFFICE -New Kra Building, Seveuth
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- ADVERTISING RATES:-
One Mach, first insertion  . I 50
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inch, three months  6 00
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• . lonei rates may be bad by applies-
tit, t he office.
ft advertising must be paid for in
barges for yearly advertisements will be
c.,,lec teal quarterly.
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The eff • I the Republican patty to
break the see% South through the iron
and steel ntatinfacturers of Alananni,
who were lob. caught by the protective
tariff, has turned out it most inglerions
failure. The Alabama men are: now
selling pig iron in England cheapet than
the Englishmen can produce it at some,
and they say that they could do still
oeteerif mere was to tariff in the Cii.
ted States on iron, as the tariff simply
makes the English retaliate to a certain
extent. The reason why Alabama can
produce pig iron and steel so Minch
cheaper than Pennsylvania or an? other
State in the Union is because the three
requisites to the successful manufacture
of them.are right together, doing away
with any hauling of raw material. For
instance, one may stand in the dam of
most any furnace in Alabami and
throwing a rock in one direction hit the
hill in which the iron in its natural
atate lies. Turning half way around
he can throw a second stone whidh will
strike the hill under which lies One of
the richest veins of coal to be ifound
anywhere, and then turning stiOurth-
er around he can throw a third stone
which will strike the cabin in Which
the cheapest lehor on earth is to be
fouud in almoet inexhaustible quanti-
ties. So, under these circamstanbes the
Alabama manufacturer of irons* steel
is not to be caught by fairy tale -he's
ettedied with the advantages thet na-
ture has given him and he waitte no
more. 1
Ctect-rr Cocee-First Monday in June
A !..)arth Monday in February and Sep-
t••1111,er.
(41.: ARTERLY Cotote--Seoond Mondays
in ianaarv. April. July and October.
leeeeee C,.., et-r--First Tuesday in April
and October
OONTT t.‘• RT—First M. :ay in every
month.
Not se testa:: . Jig the amenee. -Ant
mad- e ri • t A he opposition, Zse us-
tor S SS in charge of the
arbitration t: -.try, was compelled to
bow to the inev ;table and agree to post-
pone further consideration of the treaty
until the next session.
- ---
Transportation is one of the vastest
artificial problems of the day. Our Kn-
owlton amused themselves with invent-
ing ovens and discovering eleclriety,but
now a far larger proportion of brain
power is expended in finding ways
whereby humanity may be moved from
one place to another. Perhaps after
we have conquered space, there will be
nothing left except for improvement.
It should be placed to the credit of
Mr. Cannon, Chairman of the House
Oommittee on Appropriations, that he
reported adversely the resolution ap-
propriating $500 for the erection of
A -' I id for the use of Sena-
fee. A:A Representatives and their
tame, e on Inauguration day, on the
e7eand that Senators and Represents-
t - s -eould pay for seats, just as other
,p,,,t.,•• .1o, if they wish to sit down to
view the inaugural parade.
- et. Louis bone, Col. Chauncey I.
.1, directly after he
t.. m.-.-ouri delegation for
NieKy in the national convention
tnat McKinley had promised him to
make him Postmaster General, is not
even going to honor the new President
Ter being present at the inauguration
,ught not to try to break up the
1 .1ALL4r.ir3t i• :1 cereIll011108 in that way-
h.- 0:1,1r1t it ,east to be on hand-even if
I.1111 take a leading part.
An aeirmist doctor says that when a
person begins to have doubts about the
epelling of common words, to write an
nunataral small hand that shows a
tendeney to waver above and below a
straurnt line and to lerthr fee ern with
ueneceetsary force, it the end
of ...nit word, then tile` • - stif-
f-re-4 from brain eel-. 3 . eight
eiteer to take a corn e •L•;'. •• to)
eeceror Quay is reported to have a
iettee written byMr. Hanna, before Mc-
K ill ley 4 nomination, demanding that
the E.:tubing iron and steel manufac-
turers put up a large rum of money to
be used in McKinley's behalf, and to
have threatened to make it public if the
McKinley crowd attempts, tezet too gay
with ohm. Quay is now in Pennsyl-
vania, where he went to bele his son
-Dicke out in the libel elllt which has
been thrown on his 'Moulders by the
publisher of a Pittsburg paper
Herat:the of the executive rates -narged
for coal, various schemes are f etc.('
throughout the state of Solite ". A
secure some port of a substitere r
The teller mill at Kimball, t!, i"
doing its share toward beatlee eie coal
cruet, bran instead of coal bei atilized
for fuel. ks it would be tine enble to
feed the f.r t •-• in y • 
Without .", r terk-u-
invented ii ingenious contrivance
feeds r 'o the tire box ant,
rally rrivauce hold the ••••
;ewe-. e - or hours at a time
without :•efee. it.
- 
Pince M eerie who recently
visiteei ee. 1 ,-.:,!ry, is the imperial
ootu m er of ways and communica-
tion f ki. He Caine here to study
Cr eneerful systems of railway and
reee -re/Isis-Jr-Aeon with a view of ap-
levee; =eel- if the leseer s we have
1,-are-el 7,0 toe vase P7(' ^ of his own





ti study railroading, Lee; • - years of
Lint -spesience went t, t. • to Ramie
a:1,1 ‘0.- :seri his way up ti his present
1,.seeen by his own austelovi energy.
e'.• eenocratic primary for Logan
will be held on April 3, to none-
n ice eandidates for all offices not con-
- aliste The latter get
surveyor, and jt18-
glees. The call contains the following
significant paragraph:
"All legal voters in Logan county
shall he allowed to vote in said primary
eieetion voted for Bryan electors,
fur P7 .• 7 at the November election,
ees all those who were absent
eve polls and not voting, but who
WO9 -I have 90 voted had they been
eresent and voted, and all those who
sr--not now of voting age, but will be
at ela November election, 1497, and will
• • he ticket nominated by said
An. •,.r billion dollarCon-grese Al-
though the exact figures cannot be giv-
en an, e the last appropriation bill has
been eeet, it is already known, and
aee, • --. • ey the Republican Chairman
of '- fe• metees on Appropriations of
both H Senate, that the total
approer es will not only exceed one
billion to tar-4, but that they will
enough beyond that amount to ----
the high water record made by the pre-
vious dollar Republican Congress
by an advance of thirty or forty million
(tonere This, too, in the face of the
general Republican howl about the in-
saffietency of revenue provided by the
present tariff bill There is little doubt
that the Republican leaders have allow-
the appropriations 10 pile up, al-
though apparently fighting for economy
by shutting out bills even for the small-
est pal tt eneding, in order to make the
deficit 'n excuse the tariff
bill 10.-r -•1 in concocting.
They nave eiede a *,-; of the big ap-
propeatee..: ecit win e people get a
whack it e --an in the • it Congresition-
al el-et.. -------cdl find how their ex-
clue has tft-ect epted. Representative
Sayer., of Texas, who was Chairman of
the‘;ommittee on Appropriations in the
last Rouse, made a rattling good speech
attee•king the extravagance of this Con-
feree& while the Sundry Civil bill was
Otter: the Home.
WALLING TO CONFESS.
Suicide of Shaker-- Maj. McKinley Is Still
Feeble.
PRISONERS ESCAPE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW zee]
Princeton, Ky , Feb. 17 -11 a. m.-
Three prisoners escaped this morning
from the Caldwell county jail.
They were all to be tried at the next
term of Circuit Court for minor offenses.
A posse is searching for them but up
to this time no trace of them had been
discovered.
[SPECIAL TO NEW an a I
Havana, Feb. l8.-('apt. Gen. Weyler
is making a desperate effort to force a
battle with Gomez.
Yesterday an imperitive order was re-
ceived from Sancti Spireas for re-en-
forcements. It was repot tee t..1,t Gomez
had outwitted "The Butcher" and that
the latter's plans had miseaz reel.
This morning, Weeder and his com-
bined forces are marching on tne Cuban
leader.
The Cubans claim that (-;omez has
certainly given the:Spanish the slip, but
this is mere guess work and things look
blue to the patriots.
ANOTHER RUMOR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA]
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 16.-1 p. m.-
The latest rumor in political circles is
that Governor Bradley will certainly
call an extra session of the Legislature
to meet March 9th.
The political book-makers are playing
the Hon St. John Boyle as a sere win
ncr in the Senatorial race.
MAY RE-BOOM.
[SPECIAL TO New zzel
Middlesboro, Ky , Feb. 16.-2 15 p. m.
-There is great rejoicing in this city
and commaity.
wen tteurn fiuh. 'bob .E.Ap-ant. Jab neon
turn loose much money and start the
wheels of progress which have been ser-
iously clogged for a long time here.
All of the citizens anticipate another
big boom.
DATE OF HANGING.
SPECIAL TO NEW ma]
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 16.-206 p. m-
The date for execution of Alonzo Wall-
ing and Scott Jackson has been set and
formally made known this afternoon.
They will be hanged at Newport on
the twentieth of March. 4
Governor Bradley has signed and is-
sued the death warraets.
Preparations for the hanging have al-
ready been started. The scaffold will
be erected immediately.
The Appellate Clerk completed the
preparation of the papers in the came
this morning, and the mandate of court
was quickly given to the court.
HANGED THIS MORNING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 16.-11:40 a. m-
A legal execution was performed at
Clayton, a suburb of St. Louis, this
morning.
Peter Schmidt and Sam Foster, con-
victed murderers, were hanged in the
jail yard, before about fifty people.
There was no hitch of any kind. The
neck of each man was broken by the
fall and in each life became extinct in a
few minutes.
Schmidt and Foster, it will be remem-
bered, murdered Flertraw Atwarter.
Assignee's Notice.
As assignee of the late firm of Lander
& Miller I will sit at the store room of
said firm in the town of Pembroke, in
Christian county, Ky., from the 20th of
March to the let of April, 1897, to re-
ceive and allow claims against said




‘Mith a better understanding of the
r transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forta-gentle efforts-pleasantefforts-
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms or
sickness are not due to any actual die
ease, but simply to a constipated sonde
tion of the system, which the p ,s.sant
family laxative, Syrup of Fier', eript-
ly removes. That is why it ,A tht only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy which promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
ale, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of grA health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skill:u1
physician's, but if in need of a laxative,
one should have tne best, and with the
• ,--rywhere. Syrup of
Figs staf, and in mood la ly
Med sad ae es.4 most geueral
-.101.01
WHAT WALLING SAYS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW =AI
Covington, Ky., Feb. 18.-1:15 p. in—
It is almost certain that Alone& Walling
will make a confession soon and tell the
true story of the killing of Pearl Bryan.
He intimated to a newspaper man
this morning that he will do PO.
He said that he felt confident that he
would not be executed, and hinted that
he will produce indisputable evidence to
show that Jackeon was the munierer.
SHAKER SUICIDES
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA i
Shakertown, Feb. 18.-12 m.-The
people of this community were shocked
this morning by a most tenant' occur-
ewe.
Abraham Dry fags', a man who stood
high in the councils of the Shakers,
killed himself.
The only cause known for the deed is
that "the spirit moved him" to commit
suicide.
REVIEW OF TO-DAY'S MARKETS.
(SPECIAL TO NEW IRA)
New York, Feb., 15-2:15 p. m.-The
opening was irregular, London being a
very moderate seller. Industrials
showed considerable strength, whilst
coalere were weak. Commission house
business was almost at a standstill, in
fact the whole market was almost en-
tirely in the hands of professionls.
Weil's brokers opened Manhattan RE
low as possible and shortly afterwards
a broker for inside interests made it sell
as high as possible without bneing much
stock. It is difficult to see why much
of an advance should take place and it
is practically certain than an issue of
from eight to ten million dollars worth
of securiti- a will have to b • made in
order to 'equip the roads with electri-
city. ,This moans that interest charges
anionnting to $320,000, to $400,000 would
be placed ahead of the stock. Hocking
Valley was naturally weak, there seems
to be hardly any possibility that the
company will be Bele to avoid a receiv-
ership. The selling of Jersey (7entral
was said to oe board partly on the bad
coal business and partly on the loss of
tneeroureygeem New Jersey..
About Christmas.
Strayed from the farm of Mr. E. W.
Walker, five miles on the Russellville
pike, heifer about one year old, fawn
color with white mark in the face. w2t
Electric Bitters.
Elictrie Bitters is a medicine suited
for any sieesen, but perhaps more gen-
erally nee ed when the languid, ex-
hausted f-i, ing prevails, when the liver
is torpid ae.. uggish and the need of a
tonic and alterative is felt. A prompt
use of this has often averted
long and perhaps fatal bilious fevers.
No medicine will act more surely it]
counteracting and freeing the system
from the malarial poison. Headache,
indigestion, constipation, dizziness yield
to Electric Bitters. 50c and $1.00 per
bottle at R. C. Hardwick's drug store.
Sinking Fork Stories.
The balmy air, the warm sunshine,
the blue sky, the trill of the mocking
bird, the merry whistle of the plow boy,
all unite to make us think that king
winter will soon deliver up his scepter
to his gentle Queen who will bring back
the violets.
t +
Some few farmer's have prized their
tobacco and put it on the market.
t t t
The beautiful weather for the past
few days has put the roads in very good
condition.
+ + +
Mr. George White, formerly of Pon,
will make his home in this neighbor-
hood for the ensuing year.
s s
A strange man of very singular ap-
pearance and demeanor has been seen
on several occasions, near here. It is
not known where he stays. He is
thought to be a maniac.
+ + t
A party was given at the residence of
Mr. Jack Torian Tneeeley eight. The
music and games were fully enjoyed by
all present.
+5+
Mr. Homer McGrew and bride will
make their home in this neighborhood.
We extend to them a hearty welcome
and wish them enooms and happiness.
Several attractive valentines found
their way to this place and made their
face recipient's hearts beat 'with tender
emotion. Many caricatures were also
received.
5+5
I IMthe Mattie Odell returned home Sat-
urday from an exteuded visit to rela-
tives near Russellville, accompanied by
her attractive cousin, Miss Nora Duck-
worth.
4. +
Writing school is now being carried
on at night at Pisgah schoolhouse by
Prof. Seavard.
55-,.
Mr. L. P. Guthrie, of your city, was
in this vicinity Sunday, entertaining his
Mende with a glowing account of
"Hoosierdom."
+11
The gale at Mr. J H. Murphy's of
stock, crop, farming utensils, etc., will
doubtless be largely attended.
5+5
Hiser & Smith have a new stock of
shoe* and dry goods.
t t t
A pound party and apron hemming
was given at the residence of Mr. M. M.
Cavanah on the 13th hist
ft.
Miss Mina Wood began school near
here this w -ek.
+ t +
Mr. ("leorge DnViS failed to fill his ap-
pointmeet at Harmony Grove Sunday.
The cause is not yet known.
t
Mr. Jan. Underwood and family were




Other Interesting News Telegraphed To Day
to the New Era.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ma)
Paducah, Ky., Feb., 17.-All Paducah
is talking about an elopement and mar-
riage which occurred this morning, the
couple being prominent in the best so-
ciety circles of the State.
It is the handsome bride's third mat-
rimonial venture.
Tee elopeis are Mrs. Lillie Miuene
Boyd and Mr. Cliff Burnett.
The members of the Rieke family,
both men and women, are noted foi
their numerous trips on the sea of mat-
rimony.
Mr. Burnett had been paying Mrs.
Boyd constant attention for several
months, and it had been conjectured
frequently in society that an union of
their lives and destinies was not impro-
bable This morning the couple quietly
boarded a train and went to Metropolis
where the took the solemn marriage.
VOWS.
Mrs. Burnett is one of the most beau-
tiful and accomplished ladies in the
the Purchase. She is a brilliant con-
versationalist, a fine musician and a
thoroughly fascinating woman.
Her first marriage took lace several
years ago. when Dr. Irving Thompson,
at present a member of the city council
of Henderson, a dentist and a well-
known athlete, won her young affec-
tions. They did not work well in double
harness, and, by mutual consent, a di-
vorce was secured.
Sometime afterwards she married the
Hon Rhea Boyd, one of the brightest
men in Kentucky. They lived together
very hat pity and she wag instrumental
incensing him to forsake the gay life he
had been leading to become a minister
of the gospel.
Since his death she had not gone out
in society to any great extent.
Mr. Barnett is a wealthy and promi-
nent horseman. He belongs to an old
and highly respected family. It is said
that he has been in love with the lady
who is now his wife from the time he
was a school boy.
WORSE YET TO COME.
Several Sensations Have Been Sprung Dur-
ing the Day.
New York, Feb. 18.-11 a. m.-A ca-
blegram from Canea this mornieg states
that the Greek continue tomass their
warships along the coast of Crete and
seem to be preparing for an engage-
ment.
The Ca,- is passing off very quietly.
A sensation has been created by the
announcement that three Russian war-
ships are cruising within an hour's sail
of the entrance to the Bosphorus, and
that the ex-Czarina has wired to her
brother, King George, of Greece, ex-
pressing her anxiety and t remising to
help him in every way in her power.
POWERS WILL PACIFY.
(seacise TO NEW ERA]
New York, N. Y., Feb. 17-2:30 p.
m.-A cablegram from Cauca, received
here by the New York Journal at noon,
announces that Turkey agrees to let the
Powers pacify Crete.
Yesterday afternoon troops attached
and occupied Fort Aghia, capturing
four hundred Terks, not less than one
hundred soldiers being iucluded.
The Powers have addressed a collec-
tive note to Greece, demanding the
withdrawal of her forces from the island
of Crete, coupled with the warning that
if the demand is not complied with the
port of P.raeus will be blockaded and
It is understood that Greece has in-
formed the Powers that she is unable to
reverse her policy.
PRINTERS STRIKE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 17.-1 :15 p. m.
-The Argonaut will be filled with plate
matter this afternoon.
All the mechanical
devil to the foreman,
strike this morning.
They demanded an increase in wages
and the owners of the paper refused to
comply with the demands.
The Argonaut is a comparatively now
paper. It was conducted as a weekly
for several months. Recently a daily
edition has been issued.
Several scabs are at work, but the re-
gular printers threaten to pall them
from their cases.
force, from the
went out on a
A MURDERER LOCATED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Compton, K's', Feb. 17-2:20 p.
The sheriff of Wolfe county, has caught
a Tartar.
This. morning Spencer Cooper, the de-
sperate and notorious outlaw who mur-
dered John Tutt waa tracked to a moun-
tain cabin. This home is located in an
almost impregnable place on the side of
the mountain, and Cooper is master of
the situation for the present.
Fifty officers are trying to dislodge
the outlaw, but their efforts thus far
been in vain.
It look-. now that the only way to get
possession of Cooper will be to starve
him out.
hi'KINLEY IMPROVING.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
('anton, 0., Feb. 17.-2:30 p. m.-
Major McKinley's grip continues to im-
prove, and he is now doing nicely.
Ile has been able to sit up part of ie.
day and is quite comfortable. He will
be able to be about in a few days, but
will not be able to see callers this week.
He may be able to go to Cleveland
the latter part of this week if his condi-
tion continues favorable.
Chairman Hanna came down from
Cleveland last evening, and is a guest
at the McKinley home.
Do you want a permanent position
with good pay? If so, write to the




Every article that's washed with
Clairette Soap comes through
the wringer as clean as a baby's
skin after • bath--and as white.
If you want a pure soap that will
take all the dirt and the dingy yel-
low look out of the clothes, ask for
CLAIRETTE
Soap
5 cents • cake. Sold everywhere.
Made only by
MI N. It. FAIREANS COMPANY.
St. leek
IN TOWNS NEAR HERE, FOIT,Nb THETRUE REMEDY
Short AcacigounDt:i:fol.nterest- Paineustelery Compound Brought
tidth to Prof. Shubert.
GREECE REFUSES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
New York, Feb. 18 -2 p• m,-The
news has just been received here over
the cable that Greece has positively re:
fused to withdraw her flotilla.
It is believed that the worst is yet to
come.
All parties are on the alert and a
fight may begin at any time.
The commanders of the foreign ves-
sels in Cretan waters sent word to the
Greeks that any attack on Canes, Reti-
mo, Heraklion or Sitia will be repelled
by the foreign warships. Despite the
announcement yesterday that Turkey
had decided to leave to the Powers
the task of quieting Crete, a
Turkish squadren, consisting of four
war ships and torpedo boats, has been
ordered to start from Crete within five
daps, while a second Turkish squadron
has been ordered to be ready for servise.
Greece continues to enroll troops and
apparently :does not mean to let the
Powers tie its hauds while Turkey is
mustering squadrons and troops.
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS.
Eartingein--E kton- Clarksville-Trento n-
Oeoesbore-lienderson -Other Places.
EARLINC0014.-Fire at Earlineton last
night burned two frame bnildinz on
Railroad street, owned by Dr. W. T.
Gardiner, formerly of Earlington, but
now of Colorado Springs, Col. The
buildings were occupied by Davis &
Wilson, druggists; 011ie Toy, barber,
and George Alexander, barber. The
drug stock was insured for $1,000. The
buildings were totally destroyed; insur-
ed for p600. The barbers saved their
property. The goods of J. F. Devylder
and J. M. Victory & Co. were injured
by removal. The fire caught in the
back room of the drug store, which was
occupied by Wilson as a bedroom and
he e-as awakened by the smoke. The
city volunteer fire department with the
excellent water supply from the water
winks saved the building that adjoined
on all sides. This is the only fire for
many years in the business part of Ear-
lington.
TOW BOAT BURNED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Feb. 17-12 m.-The
big tow boat, John D. Lewis, which has
been a familiar sight in local waters
many years, was almost totally destroy-
ed this morning by fire.
It was anchored at the water edge
and was loaded to the guards with. a
valuable cargo.
How the fire originated is not posi-
tively kown.
The loss is estimated at $30,000. There
was only a small insurance on the boat.
The two most critical times in a wo-
man's life are the times which make
the girl a woman and the woman a
mother. At these times Dr. Pierce'g
Favorite Precription is of incalculable
value. It strengthens and invigorates
the organs distinctly feminine. promotes
regularity of the functions, allays irri-
tation and inflammation, checks unnat-
ural, exhausting drains, and puts the
whole delicate organism into perfect
condition. Almost all the Ill
mankind are traceable to some
what is known as "female co
There are not three cases in
of woman's peculiar diseases
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
cure.
In spite of Elt. Paul's injanctien a wo-
man has been elected chaplain of the
Idaho Legislature.
ELICTON.-The Vanderbilt Training
School, which is the proud young heir
of Vanderbilt University, at Nashville,
Tenn , will observe Washilfigtoll4s-birth-
day with an oratorical contest In the
evening the two societiA, the Henry
Clay and the Eterett, will conduct an
impromptu debate snd the chapel will
be crowded with the friends of the in-
stitution. The college has now severed
States represented within its walls.
--
CLARKSellet.E.-Stitt for, $211,000 has
been brought in Circuit Court at Spring-
field by N. R. liardwe4 Bardwell, ad-
ministrator of the estaMIN L. G. Bard-
well, against the Robinsoft Machine
Company, Richmond, Ind, damages
claimed on account of machine company
leaving a thresher on the roadside,
frightening Bardvrell's horse, the ant-
mal running away, killing him.
--
TRENTON.-Mr. F. S. Gray, of Tren-
ton, will go to England in a few days
for a tour in the interest of a patent
gate for which he has been offered a







OW ENSBOR0.-The K. of P. Lodge, of
Owensboro, will sl.ortly give a home
talent minstrel show.
It is rumored that parties in Rock-
port, Ind., contemplate leasing land op-
poeite Owensboro and will open a club
house and run a free ferry should local
option carry in Daviegg county.
HENDERSON.-The water supply of
Henderson is about to be shut off, two
of the suction pipes being stopped by a
sand oar and the remaining third one
is about to be stopped. There is some
water in the reservoir and standpipe
that may last until the pipes can be re
paired.
Samuel Wadkins and Miss Bettie
and F. Nicholson
and Miss Jennie Lee Hurt, of Corydon;
also Pleasant Turpin and Miss Mary
Dolan were married at Henderson yes-
terday.
Kerr, of Curdville,
DE KOVEN.-A stock company is or-
ganizing at De Koven and al Stargis to
sell Dr. B. XL Long's great rotary en-
gine which he claims will revolutionize
the DowerTgowaioNrideilt Nitrintegtutliye
team,
back, and he has also been granted la-
ter patents on imprivements.
THE BIG THE HET J.H.KUGLER
STORE OWNER.
Hvg Ponies 313v8 Dirus 82Y/ E1l8rs1
Note the prices below and then compfire them itith
what ru have to pay elsewhere.
No startling headlines. No special sales. But plain
fair square business. Underbuy and undersell.
Everything marked in plain figures.
Ci-l.elm'ra." co ZpotCa,sh
it lead pencils 
t
rgeol:mtiepelTpl)ints
It sheets good note paper 
IC slate pencils .. . 
jlc
I power :t5 fine blue steel h plug lie
1 paper ,11) pins  
 10 *1
1 thimble  ic
I box blacking lc 
4?2 dozen good hooks and eyes   lc
doz. dull head toilet pins  Sc
doz.1.1ndity's pftt. safety pins  Sc 
V? 4el
4ei
doz. good bone collar buttons 2c
cake line white cast Ile soap le
quire good note papnr 
... 
Sc
Sc Vi 46spool Ring's thread ' 
hpasintp  Sc 
Vi 4e1





aper beet brass pins  
.
d oz. Ichip wicks --------
p 
*Ibox swan down face powder.. 3..ink t•met 
.
spool N. N.. 
. 
Ni. thread ... ... esc \/ ‘ /Iti-ii...i,:idbi.rytiss.sikho.• n( isi tilIn.  
needle.) 
 
)14c; ‘60quart bucket 




bottle petroleon Jelly In
OW matches ...  6i
good rolling pin . -   fa
IV ounce. cake laundry soap la.
pr shell side-combs ..... ... ..bc
t., gal bucket   ..5,
wooden water bucket  lin•
coed oil can  Iii.-
hatchet lOc
extra large galvanized wash
pan , 10..
box t ehltes 1 glycerine soap .. lit.
window shade complete . . . lit.
glass lump emnplete . „ . .ltt-
turkey feather duster  Ur
cotton mop   .15e
galvanized oil can .. .. . .15c
Extra heavy ingrain carpet
per yard .. .... .55,
Flue oiled vrindow shades com-
plete .... ... .. 25c.
Extra large ch I ui ... table coyerstlec
I pr (-benne curtains   syrt
I china bowl and pitcher  MN.
In piece toilet set   C.&
Stoves at below cont.
Men's sox, suspenders and shirts
at suction prices.
illk t' Men 's pants nt t•kt prir,.•
THE RACKET THE RACKET
"If You Don't See
WO You out. Ask For lt,"AT
MILLER ti CO'S,'
Second Hand Store
Corner 9th and 1.1i,y'Sts. Near L. & N. Depot.
We buy, sell and trade any-
thing and everything.
See Our Wondcrful Stock.









In GRAVES & CONDY'S window, they are little
We have the very latest style. I
e'es.
see'
The inca1cuablt rutotuirinf good that
Paine's celery se pond is doing in mak-
ing sick and ever i deepening people well,
should compel the attention of every




cause of nervous de-
headaches, dyspepsia,
neuralgia, is faulty
nutrition of the teitire nervous system.
h 1 humors the nerves




cannot assimilate from it proper nom-
ushment, no matiter how much food is
taken into the +stem. Paine's celery
compound aronsie a hearty appetite,
regulates the bowels and brings about
a normal action lof tbe liver. It econo-
mizes the expenditure of nerve force
and the blood a healthy medium, capa-
ble of conveying nutriment to all the
vital organs. •
This is the sweeping and thorough






e system not only of
emit, salt rheum and
e to impure blooe ; but
, sleeplessness mei net-





brought about by a "ran-down" state of
neTrTheilst.nne rf Paine's oelery compound
makes all the difference bete Nei im-
pure and, sluggish Mood and tired
nerves; and healthy, energetic bodily
condition.
Writing from his home, University
Place, Neb., on Dec. 9, Prof. J. W
Shubert said:
"I am brought back to health through
the use of Paine's celery compound.
which I regard as by far the best and
really the only true remedy for nervous
troubles that I have ever used. I do not
hesitate after my experienoe and that of
several fri each; to recommend it for ell
forms of nerve troubles. I am indebted
to Paine's celery co-npound for many a
good night', reel, ised if it produces no
other offect than this, it is worth more
than money "
Faine's celery con- upon which
so much praise has stowed, and
whieh the vee'ee eed those in tile
highest positions unhesitatingly endorse
is still within reach of the humblest
family in the land.
CLOSING
WINTER.
Al this lime of year the va!ue of winter stock is just wenh the price
it will liring. Goods of fashion must be sold the season the ILrOi
boughti-steles of previous season are absolutely worthless-nay.
worse thin worthless, the old depreciate the new. With us goods
cf fashion are always sold the ses-nn th 3y are bought. Let the loss
b hat it m ty.
OUR SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
OF FOOT WEAR WILL COMMENCE
THURSDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 11.
Twice e year we go through our shoes stock, select out all odds
and ens, broken sizes and lines we desire to discontinue and cut
the priee so as to clear them out at once. To add to the impor-
tance q the sale this eta'-on we have includ(d in the movement
many dr our regular lines, thus enabling our patrons to
OBTAIN SHOE BARGAINS NOT TO BE FOUND
IN ANY OTHER HOPKINSVILLE STORE.
We desire to have it understood that you are not invited here to 1.41
confronted with a few lines representing old fashion, out of-date
good., but possessing all the elements tending to the beet footkrear
in fashifon, style and quality that can be produced. and that at
A SAVINCI OF FROM
50c TO $2,00 A PAIR.
Rem.. milber, during this sale we give you from 1-4 to 1-2 off of any
shoe in the house. We also call your attention to our dry goods
and carpet di pattment in which our clearance sale is still going on.








quickly, I cheaply and
perfectly
For econonty buy 41b. package.
THE N. K. FilitiliNE COMPANY.








• Bad soda spoils good flour. •• •
i AVOID Bulls Soda!
: Pure soda—the best soda, comes
•• only packages.
• bearing this trade mark xr-
It costs nci more than inferior package soda
•• —never spoBs the flour-always keeps soft.
•• Beware of imitation trade marks and  
and insist on packages
•
• bearing these words--
1 ARM AND HAMMER SODA I
Made only 011ie% & CO , New York. Sold te reeers everywhere
•






tn eery any case of
114,11. Iris or
pie sae booklet free. At STVELING Ian t h
,onstIpanne. Paarartts art the Ideal 14111
rrlp... In. ',Oa/ 'way natural ressitts. SSW





Wr. Kelly's Eirthday Prin-
cess Bonnie.
CONCERNING CLUBS.
A e)teean In Town Wedding Announce-
ments A Few Society Notes.
THE NOTHER OF THE BABY !GUN D
Henderson Officers Solve the Parente&
of the 0. V. Waif.
Chief of Police Rudy solved tlie mys•
tery this evening surroundit g the peel
entage of the little waif found oat the
Ohio Valley train Thursday last, jays a
Henderson dispatch. The mother of
the child is a buxom widow, hhiling 
PEOPLE AND
from Waverly. Union county. but who'
now resides on Powell street, ii this!
city. She confessed to Chief Rutty in
the presence, of Dr. Lieber, the city 
The Doctor Seeks Information -Tanner a Can-
physician, that she gave birth ta the
baby on February 5, but had no doctor
in attendance, and after a few date de-
tormiued to send the child to its father,
Mr Walace Kelly was twenty-one 
who she claims is a well-known young
.
'
years old Sunday. This period, always 
farmer near Geneva. Placing in a
basket, she gave the charge to her oung
important in the career of a metuber of
-•:••••DIOND•i•••,. -` se...ewe-44W e• ewe.
- • 
HOW TO GET HARM NOY
:The Major and the
District.
the sterner sex, and very propitious in
the present instance, was pleasantly
celebrated Monday evening. The
bright and popular yourg voter enter-
tained the Bachelor Maids in the early
part of the evening and at night was
the graceful host of a congenial and
larger gathering. The young ladies
were invited to a half-past five o'clock
supper. The table was beautifully dec-
orated in green and white, the club col-
ors of the pretty guests, and a menu,
consisting of every good thing the mar-
ket affords, was served in courses.
Misses Annie Todd Kelly and Mary
Starling assisted the host in entertain-
ing. They were dressed in green and
white in honor of the Maids. After
supper a number ,,f young men arrived
About ten o'clock ices were served. The




Pattie Mercer, Lett iris Falrleigh,
Daley Wood, Ritchie Burnett,
Gertrude Branham, Pattie Flack,
















It is finally decided that the presen-
tation of the Opera "Princess Bonnie,"
which is to be given under the auspices
and management of the Treble Clef
Club, will take place on Thursday, Fet-
miry 25, at Holland's opera house. The
Princms Bonnie is the lateen production
of Willard Spencer, whose bright
and attractive music is known and ap-
preciated everywhere; and this effort is
no less atttractive and "catchy" than
the "Little Tycoon" which was most
successfully presented here several years
ago by amateurs.. The plot of "Princess
Bonnie" is of interest from overture to
finale, bringing together most charm-
ingly Spanish courtiers and American
belles-bringing out moat forcibly
Spanish tyranny and American inde-
pendence. The venture can scarcely i.e
other than a success in every detail, for
the Treble Clef Club is an organization
of almost two years standing and is
known to be the musical talent of Hop-
kinsville embodied, and the Club as a
body has put a great deal of thought
and work in their present undertaking.
t + t
ME 1.1:11, THE EARL,
distingniehed foreigner paased
through Hopkinsville Mon. morning at
six o'clock. His fall names aud titles
are: The Right Hon. Sir John Camp-
bell Hamilton Gordon, Earl of Aber-
deen, Visconnt Formaline, Lord Haddo,
Methlie, Tunes and Kellie, in the peer-
age of Scotland, Viscount Gordon, of
Aberdeen, County Aberdeen, in the
United Kingdom, Baronet, of Nova
Scotia, goy( root-general of Canada and
commandex en- chief of Prince Edward's
Woad.
With Lord Aberdeen were his wife,
the Countess of Aberdeen; their daugh-
ter, Lady Marjorie Gordon', and Capt.
Wilberforce of the personal staff of the
governor-general. They were en route
to Nashville to attend the wedding of
Capt. Marjonbanks and Miss Brown of




Mr. T. W. Butler, a well-to-do plant-
er of Todd county, and Miss Ura Rice,
of Christian, were joined in marriage
Wednesday evening at 7:30 o'clock at
the residence of the bride's father, Mr.
John M. Rice, a prominent farmer who
,lives near Kirkmansville. Miss Rice is
• pretty school teacher and a belle in
her neighborhood. The Rev. John 0.




The Church Hill Culture ell a will
an entertainment at the Grange Hall
on the night of Feb. 22nd. Admission,
10c. All who have kindly consented to
take part will please meet at the hall
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock and
Saturday night at 8 p. m.
Political Paragraphs.
•••
Lincoln county Democrats will meet
next Saturday afternoon to decide about
the county primary.
J. Wheeler Campbell has entered the
race for commonwealth's Attorney in
the Paducah district.
The candidates for county office, some
of them at least, are already be begin-
ning to suffer at the hands of the elec-
tion bums who love nothing better than
to fatten and flourish at the expense of
cffice seekers. There is perhaps not a
place on the face of the earth where the
election bum has not made his appear-
sacs, especially if such a thing as an
election is to be held. These fellows
are veritable blood suckers and they
never let their victim go until he is
pumped dry or until the election is over.
There seems to be no way to get rid of
this nuisance. They want to borrow
money, they want to be treated: they
will take anything they can get, and for
this, pledge their support to every can-
didate they meet.-Exchange.
Calloway has sixty-three candidates
for its eight offices.
My Neighbor• Told Me
About Hood's Sarsaparilla and advised
me to try it-This is the kind of adver-
tising which gives Hood's Sarsaparilla
the largest sales in the world. Friend
tells friend that Hood's Sarsaparilla
cures; that it gives strength, health, vi-
tality and vigor, and whole neighbor-
hoods use it as a family medicine.
married daughter, who left the !Ohio
Valley train, deserting the little °Pe, at
Wileou Station.
The daughter, who is only sixteen
years of age, upon being questioneli, re-
fused to make any statement' fuhther
than that she had walked to liendi,rson
from Wilson's Station. Chief ftudy
will lay the matter before Judge G Vents
to-morrow, who will probably issue
warrants for the arrest of all connected
with the affair.
--•••••- •
THEY WERE WED IN THE BIIii0Y.
slStory of the ElopemInt of Jame Gee
and Miss Dickerson.
The elopement of Mr. James Geel and
Miss Nodie Dickerson, brie fly mention-
ed in Monday's Nevi- ERA ia to14 by
a Howell correspondent in the Cliirks-
tile Times. The elopers were makried
by the Rev. J. A. Joiner, of Lafayette.
Mr. Gee is an industrious young firm-
er of the Herndon neighborhood While
his bride is the daughter of Mrs. I. D.
Dickerson of the Pee Dee vicinity. '
The young people have been sWee
hearts for a long time but by reasoies of
the opposition of the bride's mothet an
elopement was made neceseary ancl this
was rendered easy by the assistande of
the bride's sister who accomrauiedi her
to an appointed treating place where she
was met by her affianced in company
with Mr. Barkeedale Caldwell and finis
Jessie Thacker.
A few hours' drive carried them atross
the Tennessee line where, seated in their
buggy, the ceremony was peril:aimed
which united for life the destinies of the
happy couple. The party drove to the
house of the groom's mother, wete a
pleasant reception was given them.,
e ...-
EIGHT AT A CRAP GAME.
Two South Christian Negroes Were
Severely Wounded.
News was brought to this city Mon.
afternoon of a shooting scrape betWeen
colored people in Christian county, Ky.,
says the Clarksville Chronicle.
During a game of "raps near the
school house at Oak Grove Sattutday
night a row arose concerning the game,
during which pistols were drawn, and
from reports. were quite freely used. A
man name Davie was shot in the left leg
near the groin and another by the nerne
of Thacker was shot through the mus-
cle of the left arm. Both were serihus-
ly wounded
The names of the parties doing !the
shooting could not be obtained, asithe
dailies are doing all they can to lteep
the matter a secret.
WERE DESPERATELY IN LON*.
The Days and Taliaferro's Were Raised
up Together.
The Springfield (Tenn 1 Herald jays
of the Guthrie tragedy: •'For five of
siX years there bas been a great deal of
talk among the citizens of Guthrie
about the intimacy of Day and Sirs
Taliaferro. Mrs. Taliaferro is about 35.
years; old and a very pretty woman, and
although she has a husband and five
children at home she was desperately in
love with Mr. Day mini would sit in her
buggy in the principal streets of the
town and converse with him for hours
at a time. !hey frequently met on the
outskirts of the city and took an after-
noon or morning drive, and have ken
caught in some very compromising posi-
tion!."
A dispatch from Elkton in this mbrn-
ing's American says:
Taliaferro was a nephew of the late
Sam W. Tahaferro, for years on of
Todd's leading farmer's and Jersey
breeders, while F. M. Taliaferro is him-
self a man of large estate and social
prominence and popularity. At an ear-
ly age he courted and wedded his Pres-
ent wife, whose maiden name was ()tie
O'Brien, daughter of Mack O'Btien,
County Superintendent of Schools. She
was only about 16 years old when Mar-
ried, and is now not exceediugi 30
fhere are six children to the nnione
Will Day, whose death was so sudden
and so tragic, was born and rearett in
the county, and was about 38 years iold
He was closely related to many of ithis
county's prominent families, and :wit+
from early youth known as a satiety
man. The Perkins family, which be one
of the largest in the county, is his gnom
intimate blood connection*. It might be
said, true-1y, that the Days and Talia•
terror; were reared together, and ; had
been associated from early life.
Need's Pills act mildly and promptly on










Mr. C. J. Buckner, of Corydon, is in
the city.
Mr. C. T. Young, of Clarksville,Iwas
in town to-day. ,
Mr. John U. Witherspoon, of Giallo
tin, ni in the city.
Mr. Roy Salmon, Saperintendedt of
the Crabtree mines, was in the citet this
morning. ;
Mr. Wm. Goodman, of Hopkinsirille,
is expected to-night on a via.; to 4apt.
W. H. Edwerds and femily.-Pactucah
Sun.
Dr. Darwin Bell, of Gracey, wam in
the city this morning.
Col. A. D. Rodgers, of Hendersen, is
in the city. •
Mr. E. T. Walker, of Kelly, was in
the city Tuesday.
Misses Sallie and Attie Hord, of North
Chrisitian, are visiting friends in the
city.
Mrs. Gil Smith, of Pembroke, Was in
town shopping Tuesday.
Mr. F. M. Quarles, of Howell,i was
Mr. B F. Felix, of Cerulean, wika in
the city Tuesday.
Mr James Gaines, of MontgotiserY,
Um, in the city Wednese ay.
Mr. J. D. Collins, of Scate's Mi4 was
m towu Wednesday.
Mr. F. M. Withers, of Baker's
•eaa here Wednesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bryant, o Ora-
cep, spent Wednesday here.
Messrs. Albert Cox and James i'ran•
s is, of Grarey,were in townWedneisday.
Mr. William McKinney, of Todd
county, was in the city thin week/
The Rev. Granville W. Lyon, f La-
fayette, was in the city this week
Mrs. T. J. Wall, of Gracey, ant Mrs.
Tisha Wall, of Wallouia, are visiting
Moe Tom Wall.
Mrs. Annie Gunu, of Cadiz, ant! Miss -
Cuttie Roach, of Montgomery, &revisit-





State Senator-sleet Crumbangh,of the
Hopkinsville district, is evidently
thinking more about spoils and the-hae.
monizing" of the second •Congressional
district than atout an extra session at
which cruel Democrats may refuse to
allow him to take his seat, says alrank-
fort dispatch to this morning's Courier
Journal,
Mr. Crunibaugh is writing here to
different officials asking for endorse-
ments of his application for the Owens-
boro collectorship. In his letters he
Rays that if he is to get the office it will
be neither a Hunter nor a Bradley af-
fair, but that the places under him will
be nicely and "i qually distributed so
that neither faction will be dissatisfied
and so that the Second district will be
harmonized for the future."
Dr. Clardy is obtaining all the infor-
mation possible on the subject of for-
eign markets with which to back up his
scheme to open up new fields of con-
sumption for products of the American
farmer -Washington dispatch toLouis-
vine Times.
Madisouville Hustler: While Hon.L.
P. Tannerof Calhoumwas here on busi-
ress at court this week he made no spe-
cial effort to conceal the fact that he
would be a candidate for Congress next
year. Mr. Tanner made a very credita-
ble race against Dr Clarity last year,and
has many warm friends at this place.
Word has just been received here that
the Hon. Gus W. Richardson, State Sec-
retary of the Democratic Campaign
Committee, and one of the prominent
candidates for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, slipped and fell yesterday at his
fan tu near Guston, breaking his arm be-
tween the wrist and the elbow, and
it is thought he is injured internally.
The Lyon county Populiets,in conven-
tion assembled. in Eddyville, decided to
get out no ticket for county officers, but
leave every man to his conscience as to
what candidates of the other parties he
would support.
There will be a convention of the Re-
publicans of Lyon couuty, in Kuttawa,
Feb. 27, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for county officers.
Only Bryan voters will be allowed to
participate in the Ballard county silver-
ite primary to be held April 10.
The Republican County Committee of
Caldwell county met yesterday in the
G. A. R Hall, at Princeton, and decid-
ed to hold a primary election on Satur-
day, April 14. A committee was ap-




Mr. Charles Austin Bates, one of the
highest authorities on advertising in the
United States, says: "There are many
times when circulars, booklets and such
things are wise and profitable invest-
ments, but where a newspaper can be
used to advantage it is very much
cheaper. Circulation in newspapers is
the cheapest that can be had. You can
give equal space more circulation in a
newspaper for a given amount of money
than you can with dodgers."
-sea
A Popular Magazine.
The Standard Designer for March at
ready begins to herald the approach of
spring, not only in various seasonable
articles and picturesque millinery, but
in fashions for ladies, illiaseel, and little
people of both sexes. Fancywork, flori-
culture, art, literature, bicycling and
cookery are all paid due attention, and
it would indeed be a difficult matter to
find more really good information and
matters of interest collected under one
head than there are in this issue. To
thou who are contemplating a new
spring outfit, or who wish to spend an
improving hour or two we heartily com-
mend this number of this popular maga-
zine.'
- -
A mire k...rapie cream of Tartar 
powder. pre. Have yon Seem the immense a
Ainnaonia. Alum or my other aciulteraol,
dp virss rais STAIIIMAW





I desire to sell or rent my place in
Garrettsburg, Ky., for balance of the
year 1897. Place contains 39 acres of
good land and good house. Apply to





I have 30 head of good horses and
mules for sale. They are what every
one needs. Prices to suit the times.
Call and see them. C. H. LAYNE,
at Stable.
A Novel Opening.
Friday afternoon and evening Messrs.
Forbes le Bro. will receive at their store,
Tenth and Main, in honor of Mr. Harry
Smith, an expert from the Victor Bicy-
cle Factory. Mr. Smith is one the
handsomest and best posted bicycle men
on the road. He will explain fully the
construction of his wheel. The public
is cordially invited. Ladies will be
given a handsome souvenir.
An Entertainment.
The ladies of the Methodiet church
will give to the public a musical and
literary entertainment at the residence
of the pastor, Dr. H. C. Settle, on next
Friday evening. Feb. 19th, A charm-
ing program will be given and no effort
will be spared to agreeably entertain.
Admission 10c.
Weals at Use Head,
Aug. J. Bogel, the leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., says: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is the only thing that
eures my cough, and it is the best seller
I have." J. F. Campbell, merchant of
Safford, Ariz., writes: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is all that is claimed for
it; it never fails, and is a sure cure for
consumption, coughs and colds. I can-
not say enough for its merits." Dr
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds is not an experiment.
It has been tried for a quarter of a cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It
never disappoints. Free trial bottles at
B. (I Hardwick's drug store.
•
irst
Last and all the time Hood's Sarsaparilla
has been advertised as a blood purifier.
Its great cures have been accomplished
through purified blood - cures of scrofula.
salt rheum, eczema, rheumatism, neural-
gia, catarrh, nervousness, that tired feel-
ing. It cures when others fail, because it
wa
Strikes at the root of the disease and
eliminates every germ of impurity.
Thousands testify to absolute cure* cf
blood diseases by Hood's Sarsaparilla,
although discouraged by the failure of
ot.h.l. medicines. Itembniber that
•
I', ! ••••t • True Blood Furter.
ia,-
e2.sy to hey, easy to tato
ri„,..!'s Pius .a.sy tei operate. Sta ss.
&n Announcement.
I Mr. William McKinney, of Todd
county, and Miss Sallie Grace, of North
!Christian, will be married Sunday al-
ternoou at two o'clock at the bride's
home. The Rev. John 0. Smithson, of
the Methodist church, will officiate.
--ase e ...-
Christian County Nan Crazy.
Augustus Garnett, of Christian coun-
ty, who has been an inmate of the
Stewart Home, near Farindale, for the
past eight months, was adjudged a lu-
natic the latter part of last week an:I
sent to the insane asylum at Lakeland.
Brought a Lunatic Hem
Tom Hancock, aged 18, was adjudged
a lunatic Monday in the circuit court.
The cause of the unsoundness of his
mind was due to epilepsy. He was tak-
en to the Hopkinsville asylum twit night
by Sheriff Negley. Hancock is the step-
son of a man by ths name of Brown,
who resides in Walnut Bottom.-Hen
derson Gleaner.
The Daily Dispatch.
The Louisville Critic.-Mr C. C. Roe,
who was an ardent free silver man, tells
me that the Daily Dispatch, Louisville's
new Democratic daily, will be started
sometime between the 1st and 10th of
March. B. A. Enloe, of Nashville, edi-
tor the Sun, will be the editor-in-chief.
Allen 0. Myers will be on the editorial
staff. Mr. Myers is an old newspaper
man, having served his apprenticeship
on the Enquirer. He won the favor of
the Democratic boys in the trenches last
fall with his speeches. Mr. Roe fur-
ther says that 16:5,000 has been subscrib-
ed to the stock of the paper, and its suc-
cess is beyond any question.
Gaines Gets Contro- l.
The Daily Advocate will be discon-
tinued after to-day, and will be cOnsoli•
dated with the Park City Daily Times
appearing under the latter name. Mr.




Air. James Compton, twenty-one, and
Miss Ida Davis, sixteen, eloped from
near Trenton, Ky., and were married
by 'Squire Slaughter at 11 o'clock




William Robb, of Calloway county,
is insane on religion, lie was taken
through Paducah last night by his three
sons to Hopkinsville, leaving on the
"cannon-ball." He was confined in the




to The New Era ex-
pired? Look on the
margin of your paper,
it is very important
that you attend to this.
RATHER SENSATIONAL.
Has Maj. Crumbaugh Been
Sworn In?
THE RAILROAD DEAL.
News of Considerable Interest to Wopkins-
rale People.
A dispatch from Frankfort in Wed.
morning's Courier-Journal says:
is told here by a Hunter man that
Crumbaugh and the other three State
Senators-elect have already taken the
oath of office, and will demand their
seats and a right to vote as 30011 as
their credentials have been presented at
the Clerk's desk on the opening day of
the extra legislative sesion.
"The Hunterite was surprised into re-
vealing this alleged secret by the boast
of a Blackburn man that ('rumbaugh
would ,not be seated, nor the four con-
testees allowed to file credentials, take
the oath or vote until the other thirty-
four Senators had passed upon their
qualifications.
"He said that, foreseeing all this, the
fora Senators-elect had already been
sworn in by Magistrates."
ROAD NAY ENTER NASHVILLE.
Much Interest Over the Approaching
Sale of the Ohio Valley.
Considerable interest is manifested in
railway circles over the approaching
sale of the Ohio Valley line, which is
announced for June 1. This road,
which is 130 miles in length, extends
from Evansville, Ind , to Hopkinsville,
Ky. It 18 rumored that tha Illinois
Central may acquire the road and extend
it to Nashville, Tenn. This could be
areomplished by constructing seventy•
miles of road. It Is stated that the Ohio
Valley can be bought for merely the
amount of its !emoted debt. By this
move the Illinois Central would gain an
entrance into Nashville and a connec-
tion with important Southeastern lines.
Manufacturers' Record.
LAFAYETTE CITIZENS SICK.
W. Frazier and Taylor Bayard are Seri
ously Ill.
The news conies to-day of the critical
illness, at his home at Lafayette, of Mr.
W. I. Frazier, well-known in Clarks-
ville, especially tobacco circles, as he
formerly was in business here ass mem-
ber of the warehouse firm of Hancock,
Frazier Ss Co., says the Clarksville
Chronicle. Mr. Frazier has been ill for
several weeks from nervous prostration,
and has grown steadily worse from the
beginning. The accounts from him to-
day are not at all favorable, and his
friends are very apprehensive as to the
result. It is sincerely hoped that he
may survive. He is justly esteemed one
of the best citizens in that part of Ken-
tucky, whose death would be universal-
ly deplored.
The news comes also of the illness of
another well-known Wham) man and
planter, Taylor Bogard, also a citizen of
the Lafayette section. It is said that
he is ill of pneumonia, but how serious-
ly it was not ascertained. Mr. Bogard
is also an estimable citizen, and we
trust that his illness shall be of short
duration.
EATTERE IN VARIETY.
FOR RURAL READERS. ,
Facts of Much Interest to ,
the Farmers.
ALL OF THE MARKETS.
Notes About Crept, Tobacco. Live Stock ard
Other Mailers
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Lolisville, Ky., Feb. 17, 1897.-Cat-
tle.- -The receipts of cattle were light,
and-only fairly satisfactory in quality,
and were increased by several hundred
head carried over. Prices were steady
at quotations, which show about 10c et -
dine from Monday's prices. Transac-
tions were slow, but all good stock had
chaneed hands by the close. Tail ends
and scallawags were not cleared and
some of the poorest of Mouday's offer-
ings are yet in the pens. Demand was
limited to local autchers.
Calves -No change in calf prices wee
reported to-day. The market rultd





Fair to good butchers 
Common to medium butchers  
Thin, rough steers, poor cows
and scalawags 
Good to extra oxen 






Fair to good milch cows
Hogs -The receipts of hogs were
about 5,000 head cf good quality. De-
mand was extremely backward, because
of heavy declines and dull merkets re-
ported from other cities. Buyers bid
$3 75 and gi 40 for choice offerings of
heavy and medium weights, and hold-
ers asked 45. Concessions were final-
ly made. Heavies changed hanos at
$3 40. Mediums generally at the same
figure but some, weighing around 180
lbs., i ratight $13 45. Lights 100 to 150
lbs., leought $3 lea 3 40, and pigs 60 to
100 pounds sold at $2 75(03 10. Trade
was slow.
Choice packing and butchers, 225
300tb. . (St3 Ir.
Falr to good packing. 1140 t0.200 tb (GA 40
(Food to extra light, 10) to MOO 3 IsSa:1 41
Fat shoats. ISO to lAu ..... . r at 40
Fat sl,oats.100 to 120 rs  3 11 a3 22,
Roughs. 160 to 400 M 
istock••rs   2 bisa2
Sheep and Lambs-Receipts of sheep
and lamb were liberal for the time of
the year, and of fair quality. Some
choice lambs were offered and sold a
shade above quotations, which are un-
changed from yesterday. Shippers
purchased most of the sopplyand butch•
abscrbed the remainder. The market
was slow.
Fair to good  2 2742 75
Bucks  I 6042 25
• t rn lambs .............. ....... 4 254.4 0.
Pair t o good  3.511054 (01/
Metilion butcher lambs 25ov5,3 ou
Tall ends or culls 
114 1564, 4 0
 3 71(0 4 00
754 4 00
'2 754 li 25
2 Wig 2 26
1 2.54, 1 75
• 34s54 SAO
  2 275
2.`,,A) .1 an
• • 2 a% 3 1.10
200c BOO
50/ 475
 25 01 35 tio
15 01 AZ 00
THE LOUISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover 8t.
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 4,600 hhds., with re-
ceipts for the same period of 4,486 hhds.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st
amount to 21,880 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 23,219 Idads.
The receiets of new dark tobacco con-
tinue small and recent offerings have
embraced nothing of decided merit. The
market continues to gradually but slow-
ly improve for both old and new, and
values are now materially better when
eonapared with a few months ago. The
outlook is favorable for such dark to-
bacco as will suit export trade.
The following quotations fairly .rep-
reseet our market for dark tobacco,
1895 crop:
Trash .... . . $100 to 1 25
Common to medium logs 1 00 to 1 50
Dark rich lags, ex' quality 2 00 to 850
Common leaf  3 00 to 4 00
Medi um to good leaf  4 00 to 554)
e.af of extra length  500 to 700
Wrappery styles  7 00 to 10 CO
t BROKER WALES' REPORT
The market this week was steady to
firm, with more liberal offerings than
ince the holidays. The demand is good
from eeeeral sources, and a goodly
quantity of old stock is being sold pri-
vately in round lots, reducing stocks of
same rapidly. It looks as if ere long old
Tobacco would be a thing of the past.
Some lots of new crop have all been sold
privstely. The quality on the breaks,
which is very limited, shows common
erailem of light body, thin and light to
red colors.
Receivers report large falling off in
weight from expectations. This will
furteer reduce the very small crop es-
mates. The new crop is hardly quota-
ble;
Receipts for week  80 Hlids
Receipts for year  3e0
Sales for week
Sales for year   7115710 






  21 (oMi(61e 21 7.Mtsil 2),
Com mon .   8 (00X:: 54 (01)I.:
Mieiluw . h 00( a S (X)
Good , 800(u 10 00
Just try a 10c box of Casearets, the
finest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank, May 18 '96
Cascarete stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken or gripe.
10c.
Experience proses the merit of Hood's
Sarsaparilla. It cures all forms of blood
diseases, tones the stomach, builds up
the nerves.
Account Mardi Gram celebration at
Birmingheni, Mobile and New Orleans
the L. & N., will sell rouud trip tickets
to these points at one fare, Feb. 26th to
March ii-; inelnsive, with final limit fif-






  2 00er 4 00
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Iudigestive poisons are the bane of
the dyspeptic's life. When sick, see if
your sickness is caused by indigeetive
poikons. If so, take Shaker Digestive
Cordial. This is the only certain way
of being permanently cured, because it
is the only way that gets rid of the
poisons. You know that fermented food
is poisonous. You know that poison is
unhealthy. Shaker Digestive Cordial
clears the stomach of fermenting food,
and purities the blood and system of in-
digestive poisons. It cures indigestion
and the diseases that come of it. Head-
ache, dizziness, nausea, stomach-ache,
weakness, flatulence, constipation, loss
of appetite, irritability, etc. These are
a few of the symptoms caused by indi-
gestive poisons, cured by Shaker Diges-
tive Cordial.




Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them,
the true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is
manufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Company only.
Many think




dren" that a perpet-
ual curse was pro-
nouuced but such is
riot the CAM!. True,
dangers lurk In the





NO prepares the sys-
tem for the change
taking place that the final boar Is robbed
danger and pain Its use insures safety
life of both Mother and child, and makes






Celebrated for its great leavening
strength and heathfillneale Assures the,
food against alum and all forms of &dal-
teratiee cemmon to the chest) breeds
ROTA!. 555150 eownee co., Now York.
isfrsfles and Touche -37i
A well-known young mareabotintowd
has decided to quit drinking, lie has
received seventy-eight valentine s this
week,all hideous characters of red-nosed
drunkards. These gentle-reminders of
the young man's naughty habit were
mailed in care of the various ealoons in
town, from negro (lives to the swelleet
reeott. He thinks he knows who sent
forty-three of the valentines, and is
planning revenge. He has secured a
heavy club and is only waiting for a
dark night when he promises to furnish
some news for the morturary columns
of the local papers.
Frank Bell could not resist a Parthian
shot at the Nashville San. His fine
Italian band is plainly visible in the fol-
lowing lines in the American. "offered
with apologies to the late Ben King,
and in all due deference to the copy-
right laws of this country":
To-night If I should die.
And stiff and frozen sin the street Nhould
The snow my shroud, the granite stoues my
bier,
And you should come end whisper In my
ear-
Ever so low I think that I should; h••ar-
-The Daily Sun paid ,,iff its staff to-day ;"
I say, If you should e • suet say -
-The Sun 'midriff to-day,-
IA lift my eighth-is eyes In wild surprise,





Apropos, I clip the fullowing from
yesterday afternoon's Louisville Post:
"Bright Frank Bell, of Hopkinsville,
who has been on the editorial staff of
the Nashville Sun -for several months,
has resigned his place. He will proba-
bly go to Chicago."
XIII
When the poor dad of twit.. attend, d
church
In religion his sorrow to swallow
The first thing he heard was an unfeeling
choir,
Warbling °Still there's more to follow,"
i-lit
Even the worm will turn. Tired of
staying at home and meuding old
clothes while their sons and fathers and
husbands are off somewhere holt:nig all
sorts of "congresses," from 'Tufted
congress of anti-cigarette smokers" to
"Congress of international diplomats,"
the good females of the hind have con-
spired together, and, as a result, lead-
ing women from all parts ef the coun-
try are in Washington to attend the
first National Congress of Mothers,
which begins at the Arlington Hotel
Thu. and continues three days. Much
iuterest has been manifested in the
movement, and the deliberations of the
body and the papers to be read are ex-
pected to be of unusual interest. They
will treat of topics important to every
mother. The association has for its ob-
ject the metal, mental and physical
training of the young and their rescue
from cruelty, crime and unholy iutin-
ences.
VITT
"Quinine Jim" has given us a dead
cut. After coming all the way from
Peru to Kentucky he failed to pay Hop-
kinsville a visit. If Ile had any unpaid
bills here or if stall-pox and yellow fe-
ver were lying around loose in the city,
his conspicuous absence might be ac-
counted fur, but to deliberately stay
away front Lis friends and ardent ad-
mirers, ine he has done, is too, too much.
He left Bowling Green Wednesday for
New York and will sail in a few days
for his post of duty at Lima.
1111
Bo many persons are thinking of and
talking about the local public library
that a little information about book col-
lections may prove of general iutersst.
The largest library in the world is the
National Library at Paris. It contains
over 2,000.000 of printed volumes and
about 200,000 manuscripts. The differ-
ence between the Imperial Library at
St. Petersburg and the British Museum
is only about 14,000 volume s. There are
1,500,000 volumes in the 13iitisteMueenin
The Royal Library at Munich has 900,-
45)0 volumes, a large numbs r of them
being, however, small pamphlets. The
Royal Library in Berlin posse-ses 800,•
ow books; that of Copenhagen, 510,000:
Dresden, 510 000 the University Library
of lionetigen (Germany), 500,000. The
Royal Library iiiVienna emitaine 400,•
0o0, and the Uulversity Library in the
name oily, 370,000, The Minty of the
Buda Pestli l'hiversity poommes 300e
000 volumes, and that of Cracow about
the same number.
Hopkinirville's library will not be as
large as any of these I've mentioned,
but it will contain enough volutues to
satisfy the any local craving for inter-
esting and useful books.




"Mother's Friend" Is the greatest remedy ever
pot OD the market, and my customers praise It
highly "-W 11 KING A co ,Whitewright,Tex.
i
I Sent by Mail, receipt of twice, Ill PER IPITTLE.
Book "To EcTpectant Mother." mallet f: co.
Tag seuicaricus REGULATOR C0.011 •1WIT11140‘
' .1, 11._•&•11• 1,41041.
011118=P"P"
Announcements.
Wt- are authorized to atinounce
'I IIGNIAS.P. COOK,
of Murree, Calloway County, its n candidate
ror the ,,ilire of circuit Judge of this J utlb•-
lel District, subject to the action of the
1),•inocratic party.
We are authorized to announce
JOHN PH E
as a candidate for the office of Circuit Judge
of this judicial district. Subject to the ac-
tion of the Democratic party.
We are authorized to announce
J. T. ILANBERY
as a candidate for the office of Common-
wealth's Attorney. 'subject to the action of
the Democratic conventions.
We iire authorized to announce
Al H. JOHN P. PROWSE
as cand Wine for the OffICO of County Clerk
of Christine County, subject to the action of
the lt.-publicau party.
NOTICE.
All parties holding chilies against the es-
tate of SS . D. Garnett. d.‘e'd., arc ehr‘eby
III•tifi••1! to file same properly seritied with
iii.' at my I Mice In Hook I nsville, Ky., on or
before this 1st day of Mil reh 14.17 at 12 o'clock '
tn., or le• forever debarred from, the collec-
ti..n of es,,..' by process of law.
Given uuder my hand, this Feb.,:tIb POT.
W. T. PI LE lt,
113w it Master Cernmisgioner.
HE GAVE $10.000 BOND
Taliaferro's Examining Trial
Wednesday.
TRY FOR A TEN STRIKE.
Advice Given the Gallant Moor Other News
Of Interest.
At the hour set for the examining
trial of F. M. Talliaferro for killing
Will Day, the court room at Elkton
was filled with people. Judge F. H.
Bristow, County Judge, presided.
Talliaferro was represented by Attor-
ney H. G. Petaie, while his son, B. B.
Petr e, County Atterney, represented
the prosecution.
Talliaferre's counsel stated the case
briefly, and asked bond to await the ac-
tion of the grand jury in March, or set
a day one week hende for the examin-
ing trial.
The court ruled the case bailable, and
fixed the bail at $10,000, which Tanis-
ferro's friends made in -a few minutes
The bond he gave is estimated to be
worth not less than a half million dol-
lars, twenty of his friends, the beet citi-
zens in the county, signing it.
The proceedings were marked by in-
terested attention.
A Cabinet Portfolio.
Instead of laboring to harmonize
things between the Bradley and Hunter
factions, in order that he may secure
for himself the Second District Collec-
torship, why doesn't the gallant, hand-
some and modest Maj. Crumbaugh re-
new his insidious advances toward the
navy portfolio? That position in the
Cabinet is being kept open for the right
Southern Republican: whenever he shall
disclose himself, and as there has arisen
a Pharaoh who know ii not Joseph, now
is the time for the 'Christian county




According to the returns of County
Assessor Everett, completed and placed
on record in the County Clerk s office,
the propertypf Christian county is $8,-
168,700, which is a slight decrease from
the county's assessed Value last year.
The Board of Snpervisors have also
lowered the valuations /100,000 from
the first values.
A number of the floe farm/4 in South
Christian, heretofore assessed at $40 and
45 iwr acre, have been reduced to CIO
and $35 per acre.
•
Arrested as suspect.
Officers -Miller and Sweeney arrested
at Elkton yesterday afternoon a white
man in answer to a description they
hold from California, and are holding
him for further adv ices. The mau gives
his name as Ed Wall, of Paris, Ill., but
the officers believe him to be Jose Mor-
ales, who is wanted at Monrovia, Cal.,
for murder in five cases, and for whom
WO reward is offered. The authorities
at Monrovia have been wired.
Legal Hoiliday.
Washington's birthday being a legal
holiday, all the banks will be closed on
Monday, Feb. 22, 181)7. All papers ma-
turing on that day should be paid on
Saturday, Feb. 20, 1807.
•




For At [activeness, !nteres iiiid
Marvelous Value Giving!
Store Crowded With Delighted People!
Sale Continues Until March 1st.









Corner Virginia and Seventh Streets,
Hopkinsville, Xentucky..
Rigs fignished day or night
-ii?-MONEY SA
$375






For fine ihiported black
beaver anid English ker-
sey overcloats, elegantly
finished, t,vorth $1.2.50.





For imported black beav-




For imported all wool
melton overcoats, finely
tailored and worth every
cent of $10.00.
51250
For the nest imported
beaver a • kersey over-
coats. T ese coats can
not be e celled on any
market. Worth $20.00
SP°
For choic of about 75
children suits, ages 4
to 9 yea that originally
sold fro • $3 to $6.
COX 84 B
00
For strictly all wool suits
that will fit and please.
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Lly Property For Sale.
SPRINKL NG
PRING GOODS
have begun to arriv. Too early for you?
'Well, may be; but vi/3 just wanted to let
NS you know we were ready with them when
ever you are ready f r them
A house and lot on Ninth street, Hop- , 01
ktisvilie, Ky., beautifully situated, lot e
contaSnee three &creme of ground. The
house is a two-s ry frame dwellinr,
containing nine rugs in excellent re--
pair, also a two-roo cabin and other
i out houses on place. rice $8,200. 
W 
Ap-






LAND FOR SALE! ,,
211 acne of land 31a miles from Hop-' ‘
kineeille, lying between the Northville 7
Mill .. I , o L. et N. B. R. This is good as,a
land. welLwetered, with 35 wean of fini..
thnfr.: and runs up to Ca•ey station
Also a nice 11011/14? MAI lot adjoining the





Of the New Tings Received this
Young Bros.' New spring Derby in
black and brown, (It's a sure winner
...$3.00...
Young Spring Shape .A.Ipin
Hatr in black and brown,
...$3.00...
Manhattan's Latest Thing III Fan(%)
Bosinn Shirts, 431.26, 1.50
...and $2.00...






Men's long drawn out coin toe deev
wine color in fine Vici st ck
new spring Shoes at $4.
Ladies fine ox blood coin toe andStil-
leto toe lace and botton shocs
...at $3.00...
Chilldren s andMisses new toe in dark
chocolate and wine Vici
kid shoes.






These Pretty New Itings
Coming In Do Nqt Affect the Cuts
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eireertoe=:
A l'E (;11,:t› -,
▪ eligibd such eteernendonseeenVer,
Wnere the Wheels have such vasteess of
circle and such gwiftnetis of motive, and
the least impediment might put lit tut
of gear, can only be kept ill proper tal-
&nee by a divine hand. No lannitit hand
could engineer the train of in
faculties. How strange it is th
memory, on whoee shoulders a
If-afore. a Useful L.eseon The Bearers- Midfortunes and succeeses and
ei"e ikber.4 Tbiag"-U" °C Slab- rencee of a lifetime are placed.
bath. I not oftener break down, and th
scales of interment, e tech have
esnexerrox, Feb. 14. -Dr. Talmage
i weighing so much and so long,
in this sermon uwe a weird and strange not lose their adjustment, and that
scene of ancient timem tee illustrate the which hum, a damiereue „a„,e
REV. DR. TALMAGE SHOWS HOW
KING WAS HUMILIATED.
We Coes a Weird sad strange Scene
behavior of modern People who.deseerete not sometimes maliciously wa
sacred things, and for their arrogance tringing into the heart feretedin
get a bad tumble. His subject was "A i hallucinations the most appalling
Rinse Eating Gram" and the text not strange that this mind. which
Daniel iv, 83. "The same hoar was the! so much in its mighty leaps for
thing fulfilled ewe Nebuchadnezzar, ! tainment of its objects, shculd
and be was driven frum men, and did dashed to pieces on its disappoint
eat grass aa oxen, and his body was wet Though so delicately runeel, this
with the dew of heaven, till his hairs; ment of untold harmony pia,
were grown like eagles' feathers, and
his nails like birds' claw& "
Better shade your eyes lest they be
put out with the splendor of Babylon,
as some morning you walk out with
Nebuchadnezzar on the guapension
bridges which hang from the bouse tops
-and he shows yen the vastnesm et his
_ eeme






























though fear shakes it and vedatioi rat k
it and siorrow and joy and leas an# gain !
in quick succession beat out cf it their
dirge or toss from it their andien . At
morning anti at night, Ntheu in, your
prayer you rehearee tbe causes o your!L
thanksgiving, next to the patent on byl
Jesus Christ, praise the Lord the
realm. As the sun kindles the domes, preservation of your reascn.
with glisterings almost insufferable andl the Served • Purpose.
the great streets thunder np their pomp! See ale° in the; story of Nebuch duce-
into the ear of the monarch, and armed! zar the use that God makes of ba nen.
towers stand around, adorned with tbe The actions of the wicked are
spoils of conquered empires, Nebuchad-
nezzar waves bis timid above the stu-
pendous scene and exclaims, "le not
this great Babylon, that I have built for
the house of Wm kingdom by the might
el my power and for the honor of my
majesty?" Bet in an instant all that
splendor LS gone from his vision, for a
ice falls from the heaven. saying: "0TO
King Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it is
arpoken. The kingdom is departed from
thee, and they shall drive thee from
men. and thy dwelling shall be with
the beasts of the field. They shall make
pee to eat grass as oxen and seven
leers shall pass over thee, until thou
know that tbe Most High raleth in the
kingdom of men and giveth it to whom-
soever he will." eint. hour from the
time that he made the bidet he is on tbe
way to the fields, a tOrillItte, and, rush-
ing into the forests, be tedernes one of
the beasts, covered with eagles' feathers
for protection from the cold, and his
nails growing to birds' claws in order
that he might dig the earth for roots
and climb the trees for nuts.
On the Road to Babylon.
You see there is a great variety in the
Scriptural landecape. In several dis-
courses we have looked at mountains of
exeellence, but now NVO look down into
a great, dark chasm of wickednees am we
come to speak of Nebuchadnezzar. God
in his Word seta before us the beauty of
self denial, of 9obriety, of devotion, of
courage, and then, lest we should not
thoroughly understand him, he intro-
duced Daniel and Paul and Deborah as
i :1 :,1re.- -=-4 ,If those virtues. God almo
sp. ., - ., 3 :u his Word as to the hate-
fe ::- -- f pride, of folly, of impiety
ae: - -e we should not thoroughly ten-
e• :-seurd him, introduces Nebucluelnes-
ei =he impersonation of these forms
eery. Tbe former Foyle of char-
ite e= •-. -t !lee l-, es... showing us a way
11:,--. e ei' - - .:..- ...1 and the latter style
of -dee -- .7 is a black buoy, swinging
on -- - . ,e to sbow where vemels
wreck • .).- :.. -elves. Thanks unto God
for be ! . • ..-- buoy and the lighthomet
The li ,T ef Nebuchadnezzar is thunder-
iug at trs-s sr s ,--1 • f Jerusalem. The
crown of : .c --i, -- • i city is struck into
the dust by the hand of Babylonish in-
solence. The vessels of the temple,
which had never been desecrated by pro-
fane e-nee. were ruthlessly eeized for
nacriled i.: 1 transportation. Oh, what
a ,li.: 'a !len thoee Jews, at tbe
e e ':,.1,_ _ - .,. invading army, are
-he home of their na-
- eir hearts must have
teee weed ,. - . anguish when, on the
41,i y ' - ; .icpurt.11, they heard tbe tram-
ieei !=' ID the top of the temple an-
te 0 il, i .k• 'he hr7r. r fer morning sacrifice
and saw me elT., a . f the altars ascend-
leg art-11nd the tissly hill of Zion; for
we's: ,ney knew that in a far distant
land the-y would aever bear that trumpet
call ter bebold the mreettle ascent of
the sacrifice! Behold - .. - •aptives on
the road trout Jere.... al e, Fiesee len!
Warn and weary '.:, - !ere 1. ' ..:t,
fee roundabout are A.: ::,•-fl men 1:- ,.- .ng
them 011 With hote ru;,..1 ritiOUt 1111,1 ...ull-
phvmy.
Aged men tottered along on their
in rivet% weeping that they could not lay
Inc.:- bon..s in the sleeping place of
t ...:: father, and children, woudered at
tee eteee ! tbe way and sobbed them-
se-..., - e. ...- p when the night bad fall-
en. It -- -1..• ,i as if at every step it heart
breke. het at a turn of the road Baby-
lon ree.enly springs upon the view of
the ca', !: ' -ai, ==''.=h its gardens and pal-
ace to .e. -- • .- s up teen] the antly am
they t . :-.. - _ . r native city, let not
rat ors, ...Li-. Is heard from the cap-
t:...- --4. Them exilee saw no splendor
teere, for it was not home. The Ett-
er.= .tee did not have the water gleam of
tee •irook Kedron or the pool of Siloam.
TI.-- willows of Babylon, ou which they
hu::sz their untuned harps, were not as
irr.i, -• fnl as the trees which at the foot
of e • . .= Moriah seerned to weep at the
sli-par•-,. gl,iry of Judah, and all the
freirre :-. e • eat descended from the }leng-
e:: s ,e, ..- I 4 ' t 11 that great city was
1.. = - ,-..•. t i. :ie breath of the acacia
unit : 7 ‘..L... • ,,, -. ' - that the high priest
kindidi .... ...• senctuary at Jerusalem.
On a certain night, a little while after
these captives had been brought to his
city, Nebuebadneezar is scared with a
night vision. A bad man's pillow is apt
to be staffed with deede and forebodings
which keep talking in the night. He
will find that the eagles' down in his
pillow will stick him like porcupine
quill& The ghosts of old transgressions
are sure to wander about in the dark-
ness and beckon and hew Yet when
the morning came he found that the
vision had entirely fled from him
Dreams drop no anchors, and therefore
are apt to sail away before we can fasten
them. Nebtichadner calle all the win!'
men of the land into his presence, de-
manding that by their necromancy they
explain his dream. They of coulee fail.
Then their wrathful king issues an
edict with es little sense as mercy, or-
dering the slaying of all the learned
men of the country. But Daniel tbe
prophet comes in with the interpretation
jnat in time to gave the wise men and
the Jewiah captives.
Pride sad Rutn.
My friende, do yoa not see that pride
and rain ride in the game saddle? See
Nebuchadnezzar on the proudest throne
of all the earth, and then see him graze
with the sheep and the cattle! Pride is
commander, well plumed and caparison-
ed. but it leeds forth a dark and frown-
ing hoof. The arrows fiten the Al-
mighty's quiver are apt to etrike a man
when on the wing. Goliath shakess his
great spear in defiance, but the 'smooth
semen from the brook make him stag-
ger and fall like an ox under a butch-
er's bleu:men. He who is down cannot
fall. Vessels scudding ander bare poles
do not feel the force of the storm, while
those with all sails set capsize at tbe
sodden descent of the tempest.
Remember that we can be m proud of
our humility as of anything elme. An
tisfhenes walked the artreets of Athens
with a ragged cloak to demonstrate his
humility, but Socrates declered he could
see the hypecrigy through the boles iu
his cloak. We would all gee onnielves
smaller than we are if we were am phil-
salophic as Severna, the emperor of Rome,
who said at the cicse of bin life, "I
have been everything and everything is
nothing." And when the ern that was
eo contain his ashes was at his corn-
!Bernd brought to him he said, "Little
UFO, thou gbalt contain one for whom
tbe world was too little."
Do you nut also learn from the mis-
fortune of tbis king of Babylon what a
terrible thing is the loss of reason?
There is no calamity that can posmibly
bstall ris in this world so great as de-
rangement of intellect; to have the
body of man and yet to fall even below
the inaitinct of a brute. In this world of
horrible sights, the most horrible is the
idiot's stare. In this world of horrible
mounds, the moot horrible is the maniac's
laugh. A vesmel driveu on the rocks,
wben hanereds go down Dever to riee
and other hundreds drag tbeir mangled
and abivenrg bodies upon the winter's
beach, is nothing compared to the foun-
dering of intellects full of vast hopes
and attainments and capacities'.
Christ's heart went out toward those
who were epileptie, falling into the fire,
or maniacs caning themselves among
the tombs. We are accustomed to be
more grateful fer physical health than
for the prop,r working ,,t our mind. We
al ''' apt tr, Nike it for granted that the
intellect which has served us so wed
Win always he faithful. We forget that...... -- --
thee e•---....---- - _..f. ...,o  •
•
elere, •
• -ere - ",-,••-•• •
- eer.. sass.
irc!rila I S Inu bill 
I It is gaid that Bnehnell and Foraker
e)rileiobonitithn,,flisrinsliyill cpelinueraiinced that "theIt
Is a blood disease and only a blood reme-
dy can core it. So many people make
the mistake of takiug remeelies which
at best are ouly tonics aryl cannot possi-
bly reach their trouble. Mr. Ma Smith,
Greencastle, Indiana, says: "For years
I have suffered with Sciatic. Rhetnna-
tiem, which thebest physicians were en-
able to relieve. I took many patent
medicines but they did not seem to
reach my trouble. I gradually grew
worse until I was un-
able to take my food
or handle myself in
de: any way; I was abso-
lutely helpless. Three
bottles of 'S.S.S. re-
hewed me so that I
was soon able to move
my right arm; before
long I could walk
across the room, and
when I had enistdel one dozen beetles
was cured completely awl a• Tien as
ever. I now weigh I7o."
A Real Blood Rzi-necly.
S.S.S. cures Scrofula, Cancer, Eczema,
and any form of blood troubles. If you
heve a bloo.I disease, take a blood medi-
cine-S.3.S. (A-lent:Weed pare.:v Po:da-
table) is exclusively for the blood and
is recommeneed for nothing else. It
forces out the poison matter permanent-
ly. We will
that the world has ever wen, and will nse the Werd of God as an instrument send to 
anyone
show you how to a great ext t his cf angry controversy. Bigots at heart 
b000ur v a 1 Iliad lel eii ,
and zealots. in the advocacy of their re- 
s ikfts. ite refiss
wickedness was limited in its dest et ive I
power and how God glorified b ruself ligions peculiarities they meet other Cow , A t I Paecn it ac,
in the overthrow and disgrace of les en- wets with the fury of a eighwayman, Ga.
emy. Babylon is full of aborni tion, thrusting the in through and throughur;.c.
and wicked Cyrus destroys it. mei with what they consider the sword of the
fills the cup of its iniquity, and v le Al- epirie It is a '0 (Alder to me that some
exander puts ILD end to it. Mecedon men were not made with horns to hook
must be chastised, and bloody Moines with and hoofs to kick with and with
does it. The 13astille is to be desttoyed, claws to grab with. What Christ said to
and corrupt Napoleon accomplisbes ire rash Peter, e Len he struck eff the ear
Even so pettish and wicked MCD of Malchum, he says to every centrover;
ten made to accomplish great and
ons purposes. Joseph's bretlire
guilty of superlative perfidy and
nem when they sold him into s every
for about $7, yet how they mush have
been overwbelmed with the truth that
God never forsakee the righteoadwben
they saw he had become the prime min-
ister of Eievpt! Pharaoh eippre sees the
Israelites with the most diabolic tyran-
ny; yet stand still and see tbe saleatioe
of God. The plagues descend, the lo-
rusts, and the hail. and the destioying
angel, showing that there is a Gee who
will defend the cause of his people, and
finally, after ehe Israelites have
through the parted sea, behold, n the
wreck of the drowned army, that :God's
enemies are chaff in a whirlwind! In
sonie financial panic the righteous acne
fered with tbe wicked. Home* and
stores and *hope in a nigbt (pandered
on the rock of bankruptcy, and healthy
credit without warning dropped dead in
the street, and money ran up the long
ladder of 26 per cent to laugh down
upon those wbocoold not climb after it.
Dealers with pockets fall of secerities
'stood shouting in tbe deaf ears of banks.
Men rushed down the streets with pro-
teated notes after them. Those who be.
fore found it hard to gpend their money
Were left With011t 111011ey to spend La-
bcrers went borne for want of week, to
Fee heeger in their chair at the table
and e.- n the hearth. Winter bleix his
i I- 3 • f frost through fingers of tele les,
e.eriffs with attachmente dug
0, . lig the cinders of fallen etorehenece,
a- ! whole cities joined in the loeg fa-
re:- el procession, marching to the grave
of dead fort-alma and a fallen comeierce.
Verily tee righteous mffered with the
wicked, but generally the wickee had
the worst of it, Splendid estate§ that
had come together through wheines of
wickedness were dashed to pieces Mke a
potter's vessel, and God wrote with tet-
e rs f =Ir.. -tillid the ruin end &Verne-
. . 7 ' ': 7 . i• , ,ns and eetates that were
thought :. . ,• enable, tbe old faaeioned
truth, weee. entnries ago he weute in
his Bible, "The way of the wicked he
turneth ureide down." As the Mars of
heaven are reflected from the waterg of
the earth, even so God's great aye mag-
niecent purposes are reflected back from
the boiling yea of human pease* and
turmoil. As the voice of a gweet wing
uttered amoug tbe mountains may be
uttered back from the cave reousi home
of wild beast and rocks split and thun-
der scarred, so the great harniontico of
God's providence are 'ling back1 from
the darkest caverns of this sin Otrnek
earth, eiennacherieb and Lei teelech
and Hered and Judas-. Auld 1.,Terb and
Nebuchadnezzar, though they gentggled
like beaten unbroken to the load were
put into a yoke, where they wen) com-
pelled to help draw ahead (erode( great
projecta of mercy.
Again, let us learn the Iteson that
men can be guilty of polluting the mend
vecaels of the temple and carrying them
away to Babylon. The sacred models in
the temple at Jerusalem were the caps
and plates of gold end silver with Which
the rite* and ceremonies were celebrat-
ed. The laying of heathen betide upon
them and the carrying them off aelepoils
were an unbounded offenae to the' Lord
of the temple. Yet Nebuchaditezzar
committed thia very sacrilege. Though
that wicked king is gone, tbe gins be in-
auguxated walk np slid down the earth,
cursing it from century to centnryt The
sin of desecrating sacred things iti com-
mitted by those who on eacraniental
day take the communion cup, !while
their conversation and deeds alltshow
that tbey live down in Babylon. How
eolemn is the sacrament! It is 4 time
for vows, a time for repentance, 4 time
for faith. Sinai stands near w th its
fire split clouds and Calvary w th its
victim. The Moly Spirit broods oger the
scene, and the glory of heaven seems to
gather in the sanctuary. Vile *deed
must that man be who will ooMe in
from his idols and unrepented follies Le
take hold of the sacred vessels of the
temple. 0 thou Nebuchadnezzar! IBitek
with you to Babylon!
. The Holy Day.
who nse the Sabbath for any othe than
Those aIso eesecrate sacred rings
religions purpories. This holy day seas let
down from heaven amid the theme. sec-
ularities of the week to remind ne that
we are immortal and to allow uslprep-
li&ration for an endless state of appi-
nen. It is a green *pot in the hot (siert
of this world that gushes with fountains
and waves with palm trees. This s the
time to shake the dust from the ro
our piety and in tLe tents of
sharpen our sworda for future co
Heaven, that seems 80 far off on
days, alights npen the earth, a
song of heavenly choire and the I
na of the white robed seem to n
with our earthly worship. Wc le
wailing infant of Bethlehem, au
Menne r stroke of tbe carpenter's
scu in Nazareth, and the prayer of
sentare, and iee. Litter cry et Coe
tilery be unto the,Lorel of the Ea
With that cne tlay, in Ps vrn C:«1 el
this great tea ef Lusiutss and g
that so, dry shod, we may pass be
the wcrldly Lueinesm of the past
worldly business of the future!
But to many the Sabbath COM(
as a day for neighlorbood visiting
rambling, hotel lounging and po
caucusing. This glorious Sabbath,
was intended only as a golden c
from which tbe thirsty should dri
this moment better carried do
Babylon. I do not exaggerate the
when I say that to tens of thou
there is no distinction between the
bath and the weekdays except tl
the Lord's (lay they do not work,
they eat more largely and dissipate
tboreughly. Sabbath breakers ar
hunts rs who should compel their h
to take rest while themselves con
on the weaxy chame, for men or
Sabbath &new their bodies, whi
•d ue
instruments for the punishment of wick- ,
newels in others or um the illustrateon of
seme principle in the divine geveru-
!pent. Nebuchadnezzar submerse both
purposes. Even so I will go bac with



































, merely the animal nature, sufficiee t re-
, pose, while their immortal nature, hell
; should be fed and refreshed, is en-
! pelted tochase upend down this w rheis
. highway. How shiuneful to rob C xl of
his day, when he allows men so uch
, lawful acquisition, even of a world • na-
tare, on the Sabbath, for, althougl men
themselves sire commauded to rem , the
corn and the wheat and the grass =rew
just am rapidly on the Steeled' tit on
other days, mo that while they eit the
sanctuary they are actually bird ning
, richer in worldly things. Whitey() are
doing nothing your bonds and newt ages
. are all accumtelating inte rest for yenr
estate just as fast fa on other daps. Men
hired by the month or year are re div-
ing just se much wages while qui t on
the Sabbath as they are the hard (irk-
ing weekday. No. I gay how rival era-
bly mean it is, when Uod is addi g to
your worldly estate on the Sabbath cer-
taiejy as on othfr days, that any mild
not he satistied with tnat, enrafferutit
to wise additienal secular advantage
from the Lord's day. Have you never
uoticed the curious fact that onr world-
ly idenpation ft-igen-tidy Siena YO be di-
vided jute sections cf six days each?
Every week we have just enough
work given us to do in six days. God
makes just enough breaks iu our contin-
teals eccupatiene to thruet in the Sab-
bath. If your have not before noticed,
observe hereafter that when Saturday
night cones the-re is almost alweys a
geed se ppieg place in e cur Mosinee&
All thirge secular and epiritual in prov-
idence aud revelation e em to say, "Re-
muniber the eablath day to keep it
•koly." When the six days of creation
hail passed, (led slopped working. Net
even a pure flower or a NN bite elsmd
doold he make, banner it wus the Sab-
i ath, and, giving an example to all fu-
ture-times. itetee.
Keep the Sabbath.
Ito who breaks the Sabbath not more
certainly roes God than roes himself.
Inevitably tontinucus desecration of
the secred day ends either in lankruptcy
or destreyed health. A great merchant
said, "Had it not been fee the Sabbath
I have no doubt I should have been a
maniac long ago." Teis remark was
made in a company of merchants, and
cue of them said: "That corresponds
with the experience of my friend, a
great importer. Ile often mid, 'The Sale
1 ath is the best tee= of the week to plan
sure-useful voyagee' Ile has for years
leen iu an insane hospital, and will
prid ably die there."
Thew also repeat the Pill of Nebuchad-
nezzar who in any way desecrate the
Hole Scriptarra There are men who
Lye Evanerville 6 :15 is. u-
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 "
Ly. Corydon 7 :28 "
Lv. Morgantield 7:55 "
Lv. DeKoven 8:27 "
sialist, "Put up again thy sword into
its place, for all they that take the
sword shall perish with the sword."
klev. William Jay met a couetrynian
who said to him: "I was extremely
alarmed this morning, sir. It was very
foggy and I was geing down to a lonely
place, and I thought I eaw a strange
mouse r. It FR (111Ad in motion, but I
feted uot discern its form. I did not
like to turn back, hut my heart beat,
and the more I Inc-keel the mere I seas
afraid. But as I approached I saw it
e as a man, and who do you think it
was?" "I know ram" "Oh, it Waft lily
brother John. " Then Mr. Jay remarked,
"It was (-ally in the morning and vere
foggy, and how eften do we thus mei
take our Christ inn brethren."
Just in proportion tis men are wrong
will they be boisterous in their religious
eoutentione The lamb of religion DI al
ways gentle, while there is no liou so
tiered as the roaring lion that goes about
seeking whom he may devour. Let
Gibraisuis telch their war flame on the
sea, anti the Dardanelles darken the
Hellespont with the smoke of their bet-
teriese but forever and ever let there be
good will aiming times who redeem to
be mbjects of tl:e goe-pel of gentlenees.
"Glory- to God in the highegt, and on
earth pence, gird will to men."
Whet au emberraming thing to meet
in heaven if we hove tee Fettled .eme
controversies on earth. So I income eel
ell people of all nligious to sing eehti
eiteseeet's hymn, in thort meter, com-
plied in 1772, but just as aepropriate
for tete':
Blest be the tio dint &Lido
Oar hearts in C1.7^!..!•an lore.
The Lowship of kindred mind,
Is like to that above.
firm scrrvw. tell and pain
And mu we *bull be free,
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more than he de.
doo serves. He wants good
_de .• look*, good sense,
good nature, gomt
health. They usually go together.
An observing man learns that a woolas
who is physic:illy wegk and nervous and in-
capable, is likely to be ill natured too. The
sweetest temper is ruined by continual
sickness.
A woman whoee nerves are constantly
Tacked and dragged by debilitating drains
and inflammation, cannot be a genial Corn.
pdniiin or happy wife ; and she is totally
unfitted to be a mother
These troubles prevail almost universally
among women largely because of careless.
ness and neglect. There is no real need of
them Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription fs
• positive specific for the weaknesses and
diseases of the feminine organism.
It cures them radically and completely.
It heals, strengthens and purifies. It is tee
only scientific remedy devised for this spe-
cial purpose by an educated. skilled physi-
cian. It is the only medicine that makes
motherhood easy and abeolutely state.
miss Laurette McNees. of Reno (P. Box 733).
Washoe Co. Nev , wntes: "1 have discontinued
taking the 'Pres.cription' and will nut take
any more fet present). Last month I had no
pain at ail and worked every day without any
inconvenience whatever. It was the first time
I never had pain during that period. I cannot
say too much for your medicines. especially
the ' Favorite Prescription ' and ' &lenient re
iietse I know of a lady who took on, 60(141 of
your ' Favorite Prescr. tption ' and she says WS
was not sick like alit was with her first baby.
This was her second baby She thinks it a
grand medicine. So do 1.^
Dr. Pierce has had a life-time of experi-
ence in this particular field. His iono-pdge
illustrated book, '' The People'a Common
Sense Medical Adviser" contains several
chapters devoted to woman's special physi.
ology. A paper-bound copy will be sent free
on receipt of n one-cent stamps to pay the
gest of mailing only. Address, World's nes-
peneory Medical Association. Buffalo, N.Y.
For 11 cletlebouud cupy send 31 stamps.
Human ingenuity,
Certaiuly, for the mechanic, human
jngenuity has never produced a better
liniment than Salvation Oiewhich now
Mantis unexcelled for curing bit sprains
and bruises caused by a fall ; or cute
and wounds the result of an accident
with his tool or saw. Salvation Oil al-
ways kills pain. "Recently, I fell
about twenty feet and was very much
bruised on iny leg and side, but after
bathing them with Salvation Oil the
bruises soon disappeared. I think Sal-
gation Oii is just the thing for sores
end braises.' A. Jacob Rice, 520
Church St., Easton, Pa. Salvation Oil
may be bought anywhere for 25 eents.
Substitutes offered by dealers may cost
less ; hence, do less. Salvation Oil,
however, never disappoints the user.
0. V. Ry. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896
SOUTH BOUND,
No 1 daily No 3 daily.
4 :20 p. m.
5:08 ".
5:el "`
8 ell • •
6:87 "
be. Marion 9 :21 " 7.35 "
Le. Princeton 10:21 " 8.40 ";
Are. flopkinseille 11 :30 noon 9:50 p. m.
soft Ill BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Ilopkinsville 5 :20 a. in. 2 :53 p m.
Princeton 6 :37 " arrilea.ve 4
Lv. Marion 7 :81 " 5 :41
Ly. De-Koven 8:27 " 6 :In'
Lv Morganfield 9:02 " 7:12
L7 Corydon :30 " 7 :41
Lv. Henderson 9:52 " 8 :07
Are. Evansville le:40 " :55
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
NORTH BOUND.
Lie Morganfield 9 :10 a. m.
Are. Uniontown 9 :35 a. M.
SOUTH BOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7 :25 a. m. 6 :25 p.
Are Morgarifield 7 :60 a. M.. 5 :50 p.
LOCAL FREIGHT TRAINS.
LV. Princeton 7 :15 a. m. daily.
Are. llopkineville 10:20 a. m. daily
Lv Hopkinsville 5 :00 p. m. daily
Arm. Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily
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Old Mutd 13E46 Life
Of Ne wart-, Ni:m Jersey.
See their new contract.
Everyteing in the coutrect.
Loaris in] Real Estate
Are Specialtits With Us....
(Alice on West side Worth Main, nea-
Court-hone° Hopkineville,
Canis & Wallace.
Via. Ohio Valley By.
In connection w.th the 0. 0 dg S. W
and Illinets Central, to Louisville, Oin
•iiinati, Memphis, New Urleaas and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2 :53 p.m
An Paducah 12 :00 noon 5 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphies 6 :40 p. ni 7 :10 cm
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. m. 7 :30 p.m
Me Louisville , 11:10 p. m
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. in
Close connections made at Prineetou
with through solid vestibule trains, car
rying Pullman Beffet aleepere, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
G. P. A. Agt
Evanmville, Ind. ff op ki nsville
eireereeeeeleielerr"----"" -.:--"-zzr
,.4 ... , I 4
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Cures all tenni!. df the 11..101,1 Tr roat
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The old soldiers in the Sengte probate
ly do not look at the Alger matter in the
same light that McKinley does. If Un-
cle Sara should get into a wrap while
McKinley will dein be in an office Alger was at the head of the War De-
that he is not in the least qualified to pertinent the Michigan man might do
till. Money alone will be responsible
fur his being there. 
all right, as the Seer itary of War, hay-
I 
ing only to fight on paper, would not be
It is calculated that before tee end of in any danger. Tee reoords show that
gthi%ee ptrinetsenabot yuetar700, M.arp. poMie:IKinilutule:tys Gen. Alger was a good, brave, 
yes, ate
I solutely fearless soldier - when there
was no enemy near or any probability
of a battle. His comeitution, however,
was not etrong enough to withstand
everything, so when he was al ont ti) be
transferred to a command that was min-
stately meeting up against Confederate
troops the thought of the danger caused
'his health to fail tend Foster) him to re-
tire, which he did very relnetantly.
411,3(e) disappointments.
Ambaseador Wayne Mae Wealth saw
Mr. Bayardei Prinee end went him else
better by d being with Italy's Queen,
says the Cincinnati Po-t.
Minneapolis hus an Aide ruiats named
Kuchli, und it is snid that persons KIM
WWI to pronounce it correctly have to
either get drunk or catch the grip first.
Even Tom Peat couldn't. btand Park-
buret. He has mend s pew in another
church. Platt says that he has for
twenty years regarded Parkhurst as au
in insane inan.
The Cincinnatt Post says that "your
Uncle Mark Call eympathize with Julius
0aester, eho conquered the whelp out-
side world and then slipped upon his
own bailiwick "
Mai k Henna loss probably chanred a
certain paragraph in his bible-if re
owns such a thing-SO as to make it
read : "A olitical LOon bi not without
homer save iis Isis own State."
After Corgress Senator Morgan, of
Alabama, ought to take a trip through
England, Seetiand and Wales He
might before his return to the United
States get rid of some of his rejadice
against Great Britain.
Hanna seems to have bad things pret-
ty much his own way at Zanesville, but
Bushnell and not the League of Rcpnb-
lienn Clubs has the appointment of a
man to succeed Sherman in the million-
aires' club at Washington City.
Having jnsi secured the pass-word ad-
mitting her iiito Washington soeietv, it
seems a grest pity that Queen Lil
shuald be forced by an attack of grip to
leave the Capital. That's why Grover
ha-4 been so sad for s. venal days.
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to days.
Its action upon the sysfem be remarkable
did mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately die -
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits ,
75 cents• Sold by bi. O. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinseille.
A Michigan relative of the Princes-
de Chimay toys that he will go to Eu
rope "to check her career." If he sue
coeds in doieg so he lied be tter throw
the check into the Atlantic ocean, its he
would never care to mill for the baggage-
_ _ .
A Good Investment.
On receipt of ten emus, cash or
stamps, a generous sample will be mail-
ed of the most popular Catarrh and
Hay Fever Cure (Ely's Cream Balm
sufficient to demonstrate its great merit
Full size 50e.
ELY BROTHERS.
ed Warren St., New York City.
I suffered front 1.atarrh three years;
it got so bed I could pot eork ; I used
two bottles of Ely's Cream Balm and
am entirely well; I would not be with-
out it -A C. Clarke, 841 Shawmut
Ave., Do4on.
All railroads needing steel rails wonld
ilo well to purchase them now, as they
are lower than they are likely to be
again more The old pool ham been
eilleertieked, but by the. aid of the nee:
tariff it will again rt out on the Main
track.
_ _
Major Meifitiley has been reserving n
few choice Festal mail it is finally met'
%%bother or not Hamm will be able to
break lute the Senate. No watt. r what
teeniest HAD Mt will not etarve, ashicKin
ley will Nees that be ge ts thee Senatorial
MAY of "110111t thing Just R8 good."
If you think old man Comet a slouch
of a politician you ure badly mistaken.
The way iu which he lauded the incur--
leg Preeident of the Uutted States to a
mei let interviewer showed pact clearly
that he undenteed the gntue of latices
thoroughly. Flattery some tine te ac•
idruplishes woudere ; it has been known
to do what the sword Med failed to do.
Uncle SUM. oi little. ',My at war in
Charleston harbor cost half a dozen
lives, and also 'showed that the fleet
did not knovy enough about one of the
chief harbors on their own coast, to en-
able them te block it, en the Dolphiu
didue have the slightest trouble in get•
ting through the line and going right
ou up to the city, whieh would have
been the case if the fleet had beets
blocicading against a real enemy. SO
middy did the Dolphin get through the
line that the fleet did not see her when
stet went throngh and for a while
imagined that the blockale w.ts a suc-
cess. that blockade line was consider-
ably like Weylees troche that the Cu-
bans cross and re-eross whenever they
please. Uncle SAIL had Meter make his
!lacy practice a good deal more than it
hes been doing before he puts a chip on
ids shoulder for Spain or anybody else
with half a deem' ships gf-the-line to
knock off.
It is a geeat pity that there is somnch
jingo in the make-up of Senator Mot ,
gais, for his energy directed in the right
channel would produetive of great
eood to his conetry, but as it is it does
the country harm rather than good. He
is unreasonable in his hatred of Eng-
land and he is sadly mistaken if he
thinks his denunciation of the British
eiovernment on every ocemion meets
with the approval of the conutry There
are some thoughtlees, prejudiced people
that are caught by such a policy, hut
the solid thinking people and businees
men do riot approve of it. The Senator
has made himself very ridiculous by the
manner in a tech he has fought theAng-
lo- Am- rican arbitratioe tr.‘aty. The
idea of oppoeing a treuty of peace for
any other rea.son than a lack of merit is
something never heard of until discus
sion of the pre-sent treaty was begun,
bid Senator Morgan opposed it because,
es he alleges, Great Britian was not in
favor of the construction of the Nicara-
guan canal by the United States.
BABIES WITH SKINS ON FIRE
from Itching and burning eczema. and othersk and scalp tortUre0. on.. but parents real-ize how these little Oilt•• suffer. To know thats warm lath whh erriculta •nd • single,
application of trident... (ointaten•). the greatskin core, win In tbe majority of ears afford
tri.tant relinf, permit rest and aleep. an.i pointto ̂  speedy cure, sod not to,use them without amoment's delay is to fall In our day.
Bold thrnuThnut the world Prier, er'elf ,Pose, 2.SC 11•40LeilT, Soc. end $1 Tortes thic'Z'&aft C dad. Cone . Fenle Pop.. Boerne.




says that music is an ever.sovereign
baltn. And so it is, thank Mercy,
for sore spirits. But for the aches,
pains and weaknesses of the body
Johnson's Bolladonrus Plaster is bet-
ter. It soot hes, warms, comforts
0 And heals. It seeks out the cause of
i
the truuble and seta it right. It con-
tains virtues old as history, yet never
before so combined as to be of the
highest practical etli-acy. Note the
ited Cress on all the genuine.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON,
gsaufartaring Chemiste, New York. OFFICE
7117 A re-T Gd•
Ateorcing to Mr. Searles' admiseion,
the American people are paying tbe
Sugar Trust big dividends on only $68,-
tio0,000 of stoek water.
The war cloud in 'Europe is growing
darker. The preseet trouble between
Turkey aud Greece may finally lead to
a general European war.
! In the. §fre-E-Y war eke (-)n be-tween the
sugar and coffee meditates, the item of
spilled milk ruse- alse bave to be consid-
ered before the troutile is ended.
s t ts1 us-ers of terter.ent
Liver Ite,ridat tr tin a sAidet of the deepest
interest ael eneertaaee to their health-
perhaps their Lves. oole pre pre-tort
del makers of einernons live r liceulator
lean that cnsto ners are den dedev:d be
buying aid tilting were reedier e ol a
tender eopearnme or taste, b. hey tug if lc.
•-iiinmens Liver Re-eel:Ater, We warn
yeu 'hat, •inkna Iles wore Repeater is en
tee Flt^kAr of betels, that it is a( t eirnmens
feed Re edet in No one else mates, or
le s Simmons Liver Re e teat( r,ot
enythirg c .11(el Simmers Li Nil' r,
but I. Z A Co.. sad re ri.i-mcsne made
by aheine e'se to the seine j.et. alene Carl
putt it up, and we caenot- e red it
yliicnTase  ryeutinaireenIsee(1 telxiepesacnt itebedye
w.II. Beer this fad well in need, it you have
been in the hese of using a is eddies. which
feu supposed to be el:tenons Liver liceula-
tor. beetled !It rsams was ternee.hat like
.t, the p ielfage r. t. have the word
Reguletor on it, yen have leen imposed
epee am! have note Leen biking Simmons
Liver Regulate st all Tee Re plater haa
eeen favorable knewn for many years, and
el wheels-a it know hew neeessary it is for
F.:1,-er and (\Jur' Biiiaus Fever. eonstipe
ie Ileal dee 1 ly-pei set, and allele-defers
arising from a ehewaseit Liver.
We esk You to leek for yourselves, sad
see that Simmons I.iver Reeniator, which•
you can readily distineuish by the Red Z
on wrapper, and by our name, is the only
ismditele called Simmers Liver Regulator.
J. H. ZE1LIN cO,
Take
•
















Printed on full size sheet
music. Bounded nicely.
Price $1 00.
HOW TO GET IT FRLL•
Send us $1 for the DAILY
NEW ERA 10 weeks or for the
Weekly 1 year and we will






11;-!..ahli. The secret of :iealth
!le power to cligest and assim-
'itc a roper rlunnitv of fowl
u.n never be d,..ne whei
docs ,not it's part
ioyouknowthis?
nu. t's LiVer a•-e abso
ite (lire dys-
;.. siAir stomach, malaria.
onst!pation, torpid li7er. piles.





L. & N. Time Table.
NORTH BOUND
No. 52 arrives 9 :30 a in. Fast Mail
No. 92 arrives 10:31 a m Exprees
No. 56 firrives :30 p eAccommodaen
No 54 arrives 10:00 p Mail
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 5e arrives 6:07 a m Mail
No. 55 leaves 7:30 a in Accounmodaen
No. &I arrives 6:49 p Express
No el arrives e :12 p rn Fast Mail
Profe,ssival -Cards.
1$ ILLIANI B. N!•ELY,
Attorney-At-Law.
Sargent Building - - • Mairliit.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Bleitik, up stairs over
Planters Bank
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
JOTIN
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, corner
oth and Main Ste
E. C.ANDERSON.
Physiciall&Silrgooll
leen e over Planters 13ank. Office





DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
nut it tunst have been a cold day for
them when two Oklahotust girls married
"blanket" Itelians Of the Osage tribe
would seem to go wiehout
The establishment:, in Lima, PiTIL of
a bank With a capital of one. million
wiles indicetes that the financial insti-
tutions of that eountry are well-heeled.
Now that Job and Jonah are both on
the doubtful est of some of the theolo-
gical scholars, the world would like te
knotv the standing of Moses and Noah
Mr. McKinley is to be cougratnlated
upon his dee rmination to send Powell
Clayton to Mexieo. .The country would
be better off if Chet ton would spend the
rest of his days in Mexico or some other
foreign lend.
_ ,
The new capitol at A.bany is said to
nearing complete:lie Tho completioe
of that capitol will be a great blow to
the politicians, it has been a fine fiele
for fraud ever since work e as first be-
gun on it more than twenty years ago
The blockade of Ciliarle stem harbor by
Rear Admiral Butler's ti3et shows bow
effectively mach a feat could be accom-
plished with modern blockading appli-
ances, and it should have the e ffect of
arousing our lave-makers to do more it,
the way of roast dee-uses_
All Europe was doubtless surprised to
know that the present Kaiser eonfirmeel
the designation of his grand-father ai
"Emperor William the Great.•' This
shows a degree of self-denial on the'
part of Germany's war lord of which he
was not suspected to be capable. For
once the hot-headed, conceited young
man has acted decently.
Celia wants the ea :se reft-irms from
Spain that George III. granted to tbe
United States-and,she'll get them, too.
Dr. Nansen has his gold medal, but
the North pole is still as far off and
shrouded in just as mueh mystery as
ever.
Most druggists se4.1 you what you ask
for. Some w ill atek you to take Fome-
thing whieh they, claim is "just ae
wood." Sothetimees a little more profit
reinces them to do this. Dr. Boll's Pine
Tar Honey Ls the best cough, cold and
grip care. After you try it once yen
will like it too well et) accept any gni -
stitute. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
To Cure a Cole in One Day.
Take Lazative Bromo Quinine Tablets
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. 25c. C. K. Wyly, L. L
Elgin, J. 0. Cook, T. D. Annietead
Canton has very much the appearance
of a relief bureau. Mr. McKinley's
hungry friends flock there by the hun-
dreds daily.
_ _
Incipient consumption is eared by Dr.
Bell's Pine Tar Hooey. Itifiamation is
allayed and the clogging of the lungs is
stopped. When this aocomplished the
road to health is a straight one Get a
bottle to day. Sole by R. C. Hard-
wick.
The farewell photograph of Preeident
Cleveland, which has just been taken
in Washington, fuse with all propriety
be called a dissolving view.
_
Dr. Beles Pins Tar Honey entubineg
new and emlugble wgeeneire. It
advances a new theory in the. treattueet
of eoniths, cotes. luug and bronchial se
(teething. It cure.. mod mires quickly. It
affords imulediete relief to contemn-
tied' and ninny who were thought to
have constutiptem have been cured Id
its use. Sold by It. U. Hardwiek.
Two footpads attetnt eel a few nightie
ages to rob it Olerago Alderman, they
fortametely got away without hieing




The Best Salve in the world for Cute,
P.rnitee, Sores, Uleem, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns arid all Skin Ernp-
hone, anti positivele cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is !guaranteed eive-
perect matisfaeion or money refundee.
Prtfe 25 mate per hoz. For Sale by P
te Hardwick Ilopkinsville KT.
Wisconsin farmers figure up a prefit
in mugar beets, and there is a belt of
States in the North where this long-
neglected root may beeome a geed mort-
gage lifter.
Dr. Boll's Pine ,Tar Honey cures
ecnnzin4 for youtig ami old. Most cough
medicines simply help you rough. Dr
Bell's Pine Tar eloney helps you not to
cough. See the eiffereuce? Would
you like to try it? It is particulaily
valuable for those Who can not Ftand
the strain of conghieg. Ask your drng-
gist for it. Take uo substitute. There
is nothing EIS good its Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey. Good druggists sell it. Sold
by R. 0. Hardwick.
The American hog can congratulate
himself over his vindication in the Gov-
ernment (xamination et Berlin. No
trichinae have so far been traced to
American pork
Croup, the great enemy 01 childhood,
suceumbs at once to-the soothing intiu
enee of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honep.Bron-
ohial affeetious lose their dewier when
this great remedy is at hand. No home
should be without it. Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
Now that notice has been given that
the heads of igold Democratic postmas-
ters will fall into the besket along with
those of the free silver stamp-tickers,
the "gold men are beginning to fear
that McKinley is not as grateful as he
should be."
_ _ e___ _ _
To say souiethine is one thing, "to
prove it is another.: We cant prove
that Dr. Bell's Pine ;Tar Honey is the
best cough remedy oin earth unless you
will try it. If you !do this arid don't
agree with ns you get year money back
from ony druggist. Fold by et. 0. Hard-
wick.
-.de«
Gen. Gomez wad right in' rejecting
the I reposed reforms The Cubans
would be very foolish indeed to accept
reforms now that a ictory is almost with.
in their grasp, especeally when it is re-
membered that Spain would not keep
her promises a weee after the Cubans
hal laid down their Anne.
Dr. Bell's Pine Tat Honey is an im-
portant addition to the list of the
world's most valuable medicines. Harm-
lee= its nature. yet almoet infallible
in its action, it is undoubtedly the most
efficacious means knOwn to-day et cur-
ing coughs, colds and kindred disease e.
Sold by R. C. HardWick.
• I
The production oft. books shows con-
siderable uniformity !from year to year
regardless of hard dews • The number
brought out in thim ceuntry during the
year Ili96 was 5,189 against 5,101 in 1=495
It seems from this that authors must
relieve themselves of:their mental pro-
ducts whether they ' et readers or not.
Of the books publish in the past year
;41
1,483 were works' of , fietion. This was
only about one-gnateer of the whole
amount iFsned, aud 4f this quarter it is
safe to say that nieit-tenths will never
reach a second editioe. Old and estab-
lished novels are preferred to the new
by American novel readers generally.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
I% ho-
e:neefingsdale and toopor FluildIng tarlatan
11,1l'Itia• ?old; 2 to e. Of





AN'ege table trcparation for As- SIGNATURE
shniia th*Food find Reg uta-
ting the Stowirhs and Bowels of
rf'"nler
ProMotesD es!ion,ererrui-
ness and .contains neither



























Ceznoils is pat r; • =ne-v.sr 1,ottiet atly,
r.,t. sole in ..ra &nap to ar1.1
Tot anyt.biag • se ,r • .a prnith talit
• - "Ira, es goo,: anc .. awry.= reify par-
aor Be• that j'av, et. C. -A-E-T-G-V-I-d.
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Lee:. above T rade Kart oa Eal
Label of Eerie Boa.
eierchants cheerfully
refund the money









SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
SAM FRANKEL. Sale Agent.
Dr) Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, Ky.
TOB CCO WAREHOUSES
.......••••••••••••••1111/
J. hl. BUCKN R Sa , S
Preaiden Sec e trite.
BUCKNER
ilt,111lt/t1,
Tobac o Warehouse Company.
314-3 9 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market,
1..140011.1 *3.1711
Special attenti given to private Filloe Your months storage free. Ind pend-
ent warehouse. ark your hogmliends -Buckner INST61141.66'
Car REI tESENTED By BEN C. BOYD, Cetmertem, Coterrefeilla
W. G. WHEELER ' W. H. FA.=ii
VST eeler, Mills & Co.
Tobacco Warehousemen, ComthissionMerchants,
AND
C.:4- 01 /JUL 711:1 irms
FIRE-PROrF Tr'.4REHOUSE. Cor. Russellville and
Railroad Streets.
110PKIN 6 ILLF, - - KENIUCKY.
Libel al Advances on Consignments.
Al Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
NAT GAITIIER. JAMES WEST. '
GAITHER WEST,
I01110 E[1.1111111 81[11.1101111 1
Hopkinsville, ITY•
Libe ral advinces made on Tc.bacoo. Four months storage Free.












Warehouse, Railroad lit. 9th O.: 10th
ttention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
11:11.61‘.7111* 11E3C










Bernd &rile Bf tween Ttrith
HAtBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
ard Itv4n h Hopkinsville Kg
Caref attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco con-
signed to us. Li eral adbanres on tabacco in store. All tobacco Mewed un-










wiry Personal attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stalele
_ •ior tennis.
1
_
